Tab. 1.1Vocabulary for the introduction to red biotechnologySee Tab. [1.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} LineEnglishGermanl. 14genetic engineeringGentechnikl. 14genetic makeupgenetischer Aufbaul. 16vaccinesImpfstoffel. 17tissue engineeringGewebetechnikl. 19cartilageKnorpell. 19disc replacementBandscheibenersatzl. 21amplificationsVervielfältigungenl. 24genetic dispositiongenetische Veranlagung

Introduction to Red Biotechnology {#FPar1}
=================================

Biotechnology derives from the Greek words -- bios -- life, technos -- technology and logos -- language, proof -- that is biotechnology deals with the technical usage of living organisms for various purposes such as food, medicine, pharmaceuticals, recycling. Nowadays we deal with various colours or categories namely 10 introduced (red, blue, green, white, grey, yellow, brown, violet, dark and gold biotechnology) by Dr. Rita R. Colwell in 2003 and presented in this book. Other categories are also in use, the division into plant biotechnology, animal biotechnology, biotechnology of microorganisms and its colonies, cell culture biotechnologies, biotechnology of subcellular systems. The word 'biotechnology' was used for the first time by the director of the cattle utilization cooperative and Hungarian great land owner Karl Ereky and latter Hungarian Food minister. He published a book with the title: "Biotechnology of the meat, fat and milk production in agricultural large concerns for scientific sophisticated farmers" in 1919 in Berlin. His idea was to produce consumer goods with the use of living organisms called biotechnology. That was nothing new, but the word was new.

So lets immerse in the world of biotechnology which is as colourful and fascinating as life itself.

Red biotechnology deals with biotechnological techniques such as gene therapy (replacing a defective gene causing diseases by a healthy gene), stem cell research (to fight off leukaemia), **genetic engineering** (changing the **genetic makeup** of genes to produce improved organisms) and the development of new drugs and **vaccines i**n medicine.

Another inventive application is **tissue engineering**. That means that cells are cultivated for tissue implantation. This leads to the production of artificial skin, **cartilage** and spinal **disc replacement**.

Furthermore red biotechnology finds also its application in the field of research about mutations and **amplifications** of genes to cure degenerative diseases such as Parkinson.

It is commonly known that certain drugs are not so effective for every patient because of its **genetic disposition** and metabolism. Therefore knowing the genetic disposition of a patient implies a better treatment by the analysis of the genes.

In conclusion red biotechnology means an immense progress in medicine which still has to be developed further.

By analysing some texts about red biotechnology pupils can gain a better inside.

Listen to the youtube video: [www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv1U19J3yfw](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv1U19J3yfw)

Introduction to red biotechnology and biopharmaceuticals

Note five keywords and explain them more closely.

Red Biotechnology (Tab. [1.2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec1}
=======================================================

Tab. 1.2Vocabulary for the text red biotechnology: Parkinson's disease: vitamin B3 has a positive effect on nerve cellsLineEnglishGermanl. 2impairmentVerschlechterungl. 5to boostankurbelnl. 17to come up withdarauf kommenl. 18hencedaherl. 38the sought after componentgefragte Komponentel. 46the latterLetzteresI. 46the precursorVorläuferl. 49the elevationHerausnahmel. 59adverse effectsGegenauswirkungenl. 63phytochemicalssekundärer Pflanzenstoff (Chemikalien, die in Pflanzen bestehen)

Parkinson's Disease: Vitamin B3 Has a Positive Effect on Nerve Cells {#FPar2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Parkinson's disease is one of the most common neurodegenerative diseases in the world. There are around 4.3 million sufferers worldwide. It is characterised by motor **impairments** that result from the death of certain nerve cells in the brain. Therapies are not yet available. However, researchers at the University of Tübingen have now discovered that vitamin B3 has a positive effect on damaged nerve cells and can **boost** their energy metabolism. Vitamin B3 application will now be examined to determine whether it could be a new therapeutic approach for treating Parkinson's.

Parkinson's is the second most common neurodegenerative disease after Alzheimer's. The disease affects around two percent of people over 60 worldwide, and the numbers are rising. Between 250,000 and 280,000 people have the disease in Germany alone. Typical symptoms of this still incurable disease include motor impairments such as unsteady hands, stiff muscles and slow movements. The disease is caused by the loss of dopamine-containing nerve cells in a certain brain region called the black substance (substantia nigra). Little is yet known why these nerve cells die.

For many years, junior professor Dr. Dr. Michela Deleidi and her research group at the Hertie Institute for Clinical Brain Research and the University of Tübingen have been studying how Parkinson's disease develops. "Some time ago, we **came up with** the idea that the disease is caused by damaged nerve cells with a dysfunctional energy metabolism, and **hence** damaged mitochondria," explains Deleid1. "And indeed, in one of our studies, we found that the mitochondria in the affected nerve cells of Parkinson's patients did not work properly. So we then decided to look for a way to repair and improve mitochondrial function."

In search of a "mitochondrial rescue", as Deleidi calls it, the researchers came across vitamin B3. "It has long been known that vitamin B3 plays a role in central metabolic processes, and some studies have shown that the vitamin plays a role in maintaining healthy mitochondria," says the neurologist. "So it was natural for us to look at the vitamin and its potential role in the treatment of Parkinson's."

**Vitamin B3 Can Save Nerve Cells**

The scientists took skin cell samples from patients with Parkinson's, 1.e. patients that carried a defect in the so-called GBA ^∗^gene, in order to find out whether damaged mitochondria cause Parkinson's disease. A mutation in this gene is one of the major risk factors for Parkinson's disease. After removal, the cells were converted into stem cells using protocols that were developed specifically for this purpose. "All artificial nerve cells had a characteristic mutation in the GBA gene, which is the most frequent risk gene for Parkinson's," says Deleidi "And we were able to show that the mitochondria and energy metabolism of these cells were impaired."

The scientists from Tübingen subsequently treated the damaged cells with a vitamin B3 variant. "And fortunately, we were able to eliminate most of the cells' abnormalities," said the junior professor. "In the flies that we were using as models of ageing, we even found that **the sought after compound** is a true anti-ageing product." The researchers, who are part of an international research consortium, took flies of the genus *Drosophila* that had a defective GBA gene and hence problems moving around, and fed them the vitamin B3 variant to boost the formation of new mitochondria. "And there too, we were able to show that the vitamin considerably improved neuronal functions and behaviour," says Deleid1.

**Nicotinamide Riboside Improves Cellular Energy Production**

The researchers did not use vitamin B3 -- the nicotinamide -- for the investigations, but a variant of the vitamin called nicotinamide riboside. **The latter** is **the precursor** of the coenzyme NAD (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide), which plays an important role in many metabolic processes involved cellular energy production. "We now know that the administration of the vitamin B3 variant nictoinamide riboside leads to **the elevation** of the intracellular NAD level and hence to considerable improvement of many biological processes, including microchondrial function and cellular energy generation," said the researcher. "Our experiments suggest that the loss of mitochondria does indeed play a significant role in the development of Parkinson's disease."

**Vitamin B3 -- A Universal Anti-Ageing Product?**

Administering nicotinamide riboside may be a new starting point for treating Parkinson's. "At present, several clinical trials involving healthy volunteers and people with other mitochondrial diseases are underway." "The goal is to find out how the vitamin B3 variant works", says Deleid1. "While we are waiting for these results to be available we will continue characterising the substance and its metabolism in greater detail. Previous studies indicate that the vitamin B3 variant does not lead to serious **adverse effects**. However, the dosage will have to be very high because the drug needs to be taken orally. I am often asked by patients if they can start taking the substance. But I think that we need more results before giving the go-ahead for this."

The researchers are already working with ChromaDex on the optimisation of nicotinamide riboside. ChromaDex is an American company that specialises in **phytochemicals** and has already supplied the Tübingen researchers with nicotinamide riboside for a recently completed study. "In addition to our previous findings, the study shows that our approach is not only specifically directed at the age-related degradation of metabolic processes in the human body, which includes Alzheimer's, muscle loss and eye problems," says Deleid1. And the sooner you can do something about this, the better. If the outcome of the clinical trials is positive, vitamin B3 would really have what it takes to become the new "anti-ageing pill".

∗GBA = Genombezeichnung

General Questions {#Sec2}
-----------------

First of all write a summary of the text. Use your own words.Research the following terms with your partner. State your sources. Find five facts about:^∗^Vitamin B3Nicotinamide ribosideParkinson's diseaseMitochondriaGBA genemetabolismExplain the causes of Parkinson's disease!Describe how the researchers found out that vitamin B3 has a positive effect on damaged nerve cells?Outweigh the chances about curing Parkinson according to this research. Name two pros and two cons and draw a conclusion.Complete the sentences:
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7.Find the synonyms and antonyms:
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Vocabulary {#Sec3}
----------

Complete the table:
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Make up a sentence with four words of the table:
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Grammar {#Sec4}
-------

State the name of the tenses, give reasons why they were used:Researchers at the University of Tübingen **have** now **discovered** that vitamin B 3 **has** a positive effect on damaged nerve cells.For many years researchers **have been studying** how Parkinson's disease develops.While **we are waiting** for these results to be available we will continue characterising the substance and its metabolism in greater detail.

Vocabulary {#Sec5}
----------

Find the words in English: the numbers of the letters form a new word:

E.g. removal:

richtig--**r**ight--1st letterentfernen--**e**liminate--1st lettermachen--**m**ake--1st letterWahl--**o**ption--1st letterbewegen--mo**v**e--3rd letterAnwendung--**a**pplication--1st letterZiel--goa**l**--4th letter

Now it is your turn:
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Draw a Mindmap About {#Sec6}
--------------------
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Translation {#Sec7}
-----------

See Figs. [1.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [1.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 1.1Tandem partner AFig. 1.2Tandem partner B

Definitions {#Sec8}
-----------

Find the definitions for the following words or find the words for the definitions:
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Important Words in the Field of Red Biotechnology {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------

NounsVerbsAdjectivesalleviation -- Linderungto enhance the quality of life -- die Lebensqualität verbessernacellular -- zelllosagent -- Wirkstoffto administer -- etw. regelnincurable -- unheilbarantibiotics -- Antibiotikato impair -- sich verschlechternmetabolic --metabolischbiopharmaceuticals -- Biopharmazeutikatranscribe -- übertragenmicrochondrial -- microchondrialdiagnostics -- Diagnostikvalidate -- etw. für gültig erklärencarcinogen -- krebserregendgenetic engineering -- Gentechnologiemodify -- verändernhomologous -- ursprungsgleichintellectual property -- geistiges Eigentumto come across sth. -- auf etwas stoßenin vivo -- im lebenden Organismustissue engineering -- Gewebetechnologieto convert into sth. -- in etwas umwandelnadaptive -- angepasstvaccine -- Impfstoffto amplify -- vervielfältigenintercalated -- eingefügtclinical trial -- Klinischer Versuchto invaginate -- einstülpenadditive -- hinzugefügt

Blue Biotechnology {#Sec10}
==================

Introduction to Blue Biotechnology {#FPar3}
----------------------------------

Blue biotechnology deals with aquatic organisms. These organisms are used for pharmaceutical drugs, cosmetics or research. E.g. algae can be used for food, drugs and biofuels. **Jellyfish** can be used for research of neurons by exploiting their fluorescence. The government of Bill Clinton set a huge amount of money free to do research in this field as there is still a lot of unknown sealife in the ocean. Most of our world is covered with water. Without water there is no life.

Vocabulary: jellyfish -- Qualle

Watch the YouTube video:

Marine biotechnology: [www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv1U19J3yfw](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv1U19J3yfw)

Name 5 marine organisms which appeared in the video.

General Text (Tab. [1.3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.3Vocabulary for the text Marine biotechnology: unknown sources of hope from depths of the seaLineEnglishGermanl. 13to revolve aroundkursierenl. 14bandied aroundGerüchte verbreitenl. 18to come inmit sich bringenl. 20spongesSchwämmel. 29anti-inflammatoryentzündungshemmendl. 33at randomzufälligl. 37soySojal. 37rapseedRapsl. 40sessile animalsfestgewachsene Organismenl. 42predatorsRaubtierel. 43scare offabschreckenl. 52habitatLebensrauml. 56commoditiesWirtschaftsgüterl. 69metaboliteStoffwechselproduktl. 70ex situMaßnahmen, die außerhalb des eigentlichen Lebensraums stattfindenl. 76brominatedbromiertl. 84scarceseltenl. 84to clamourlautstark fordernl. 104to triggerauslösen

### Unknown Sources of Hope from Depths of the Sea {#FPar4}

Green, red, white and blue -- the colours of biotechnology. Blue, 1.e. marine biotechnology, is one of the less known branches. Biotechnological methods are used to investigate marine life and the results obtained from these investigations advance research in the fields of medicine and energy and into substances used as food supplements and cosmetics. The area of marine biotechnology is fairly diverse. Although it is not on the coast, even the southern German state of Baden-Württemberg is involved in marine biotechnology.

The sea -- the yrr∗ invented by German science fiction author Frank Schätzing live in it, Jules Verne's protagonists travel 20,000 leagues under it and SpongeBob's pineapple house sits on its bed. Only around one percent of the ocean has been studied, which is why a lot of myths, speculation and fairytales **revolve around** it. However, new terms like "drugstore from the bottom of the sea" or "marine pharmacy" have started to be **bandied around**. Marine microorganisms have had around three billion years more to develop than life on land. They have adapted to extreme environmental conditions in the sea -- from the cold of the Antarctic ice to the hot, bubbling deep-sea volcanoes. This is where biotechnology **comes in**, or rather marine biotechnology, to be more exact. Marine biotechnology is the application of science and technology to marine organisms. Marine microbes, **sponges** and algae produce substances that have been found to be effective against cancer and AIDS, they are also likely to become important **providers** of energy, they are used to produce substances such as glass or to obtain important knowledge for the production of new **washing detergents** active at lower temperatures.

Some pharmaceutical substances isolated from marine organisms have already been placed on the market. Rather like tiny factories embedded in coral reefs, cyanobacteria, also known as blue algae, are among the most important producers of a broad range of different substances (more than 200), including bioactive with antitumour, antibiotic, **anti-inflammatory** and antiviral effect.

Yrr∗ -- fictious, marine, unicellular jelly-like life form whose mission is to eliminate the human race by devasting the Earth's oceans. The protagonist of the novel, Norwegian scientist Sigur Johanson, calls this life form "yrr", a name he created by typing three letters at random on his keyboard (eds. note).

**Biotechnological Research Involving Marine Organisms**

Algae have the potential to be used in many different areas. They produce hydrogen, which will make them important sources of energy in the future; algae genes are transferred into **soy** and **rapeseed**, where they lead to the increased production of omega-3 fatty acids, essential fatty acids that cannot be synthesised by the human body, but are vital for normal metabolism. Researchers also focus on marine sponges, small **sessile animals** that have colonised the oceans for around 800 million years and developed an arsenal of mechanisms to defend themselves against **predators**. The substances, which **scare** predators **off** rather than killing them, contain toxic and pharmaceutically active substances which are now used in cancer research, in particular in leukaemia research.

Only a small fraction of biotechnological research -- around one percent -- involves marine organisms. Marine research is very expensive and the prospect of commericialising new discoveries is still a distant dream. The coastal states of Bremen and Schleswig-Holstein are leaders in the field of marine biotechnology in Germany. The Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research in Kiel -- GEOMAR -- investigates the chemical, physical, biological and geological processes of all marine **habitats** and is also active in the field of marine microbiology. "Many of our projects are focused on marine microorganisms from which we can isolate natural substances. We are also very much focused on turning our research results into marketable **commodities**," said Johanna Silber of GEOMAR, going to add that GEOMAR has already identified a number of marine microbial compounds that are used in cosmetics, antibiotics and even pesticides.

**Sessile Organisms as Pharmaceutical Factories**

Despite the fact that Baden-Württemberg is not on the coast, the marine life sciences branch is nevertheless represented here in the form of sponge and algae projects. Even a sponge species was discovered in Baden Württemberg: *Tethya wilhelma* was discovered and characterised by Franz Brümmer and Dr. Michael Nickel in the zoo "Wilhelma" (Stuttgart) around ten years ago. The small, white sponge is ball-shaped. But what differentiates it from all other sponge species is that it is able to move around.

Researchers at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology are focused on marine sponges and algae. Using *Aplysina aerophoba*, also known as Gold-sponge, as a model organism, Christoph Syldatk and his team are studying the **metabolite** production of **ex situ** sponge cultures. They are particularly interested in improving the cultivation of sponges from a biotechnological point of view. Cultivating sponges with the aim of producing bioactive substances in relatively large quantities has always been very difficult.

*Aplysina aerophoba* is a common sponge in the Mediterranean. It is of great interest to researchers due to its ability to produce the pharmaceutically active substance aeroplysinin-1 as a natural metabolite. The **brominated** low-molecular metabolite has an antibacterial effect and also impairs the growth of tumor cells. Although aeroplysinin-1 is commercially available, it still needs to be extracted from sponges. Sponge-associated microorganisms have also been found to produce some of the bioactive natural substances that were previously thought to have been produced by the sponge.

**Algal Bioreactors from Baden-Württemberg with Great Potential for the Future**

The energy sector is another important area of application for marine biotechnology. When energy is **scarce**, people tend to **clamour** for new, efficient and environmentally friendly energy carriers. In addition, new energy sources must have an environmentally friendly CO2 balance and must not use land set aside for agriculture. Algae could be a way out of this situation. Algae are relatively versatile; they can be used as food supplements and to produce biodiesel, oil and bioethanol. In addition, algal bioreactors like the ones produced by Baden-Württemberg-based Subitec GmbH can be set up anywhere. Subitec optimises its bioreactors for the cultivation of marine and freshwater algae according to the specific requirements of its clients. Many products can be produced with algae, including substances used as food supplements or in the cosmetics industry. Dr. Peter Ripplinger, CEO of Busitec, also points out that raw materials such as carbohydrates and lipids could be produced with algae as energy producers." Future energy production will not be dominated by rapeseed; I firmly believe that the future production of energy from biomass will be based on algae", said Ripplinger.

Algae bind CO2 as they grow. However, this CO2 is released when energy is produced. Algae can therefore be characterised as CO2 neutral. However, they can do even better than that: Prof. Clemen Posten and his team at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology are working on bioprocesses that enable them to cultivate the green alga *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* in a way that **triggers** it to produce environmentally-friendly hydrogen, both more cheaply and more energy efficiently than has been possible up until now.

**Processing of Marine Waste in Europe**

Marine waste can be further processed using biotechnological methods. Chitin, which is found in the shells of shellfish that are removed prior to being packed and sold -- quantities of around 750,000 t of shells per year are removed in Europe -- is already being converted into chitosan in Asia. Chitosan is still very much in its infancy in Europe. The shells of European shellfish contain too much chalk which renders the further processing of chitin into chitosan uneconomical. However, the "ChiBo" project, which is funded under the European 7th Framework Programme, is seeking to improve the situation.

The Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering and Biotechnology IGB in Stuttgart is part of the project and is focused on the development of enzymes that degrade chitin into monomers. Dr. Antje Laber (GEOMAR) does not regard marine biotechnology as a different branch of traditional biotechnology. "We are working with the same methods, devices and principles as the other branches. The only difference is that we are working with algae. I imagine that the potential of new characteristics and potentials offered by marine substances will in future become an integral part of classical biotechnology," Laber said. And what this means in concrete terms is that marine biotechnology can support and stimulate the other branches of biotechnology with its findings.

General Questions {#Sec12}
-----------------

State at least two advantages and disadvantages of blue biotechnology. Draw a conclusion!Explain the advantages of algae in comparison to other fuels.Name at least one application of blue biotechnology∗ in the field of:researchmedicinepharmaceutical usewaste recyclingcosmeticsComplete your answers by doing research in the internet. State your sources!^∗^Find out five facts about GEOMAR!Give a closer definition of chitin!^∗^

Description {#Sec13}
-----------

Find five facts about these marine organisms in the field of biotechnology:^∗^

Cyanobacteria
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Sponges
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Algae
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Categories {#Sec14}
----------

Find at least for three categories examples of marine life.^∗^

Write three examples for each category!
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Find out which relationship they have with blue biotechnology. E.g. can they be used as pharmaceuticals for medical research or as biofuel?

Grammar {#Sec15}
-------
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Make up a sample sentence with each.Describe one biotechnological tool, biotechnological product or a biotechnological marine organism with at least 5 adjectives or 5 adverbs.

Vocabulary {#Sec16}
----------

Scrambled words: Put the letters into the right order
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Matching Sentences Together {#Sec17}
---------------------------

Put the sentences into the right order
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Gaptext {#Sec18}
-------

Complete the gap text

Many laymen \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ conquering the sea because there is still so much unknown about \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_. However research can prove that \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ have an \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ effect. Algae have a versatile biotechnological use such as \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_. Sponges are raised in \_\_\_\_\_ cultures to do research about their pharmaceutical \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.

Sponges which are unable to move are called \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ organisms.

Marine \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ themselves can be used to \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ waste in the sea.

Pictures of Marine Sealife {#Sec19}
--------------------------

Create a sentence

See Figs. [1.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [1.4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 1.3Tandempartner AFig. 1.4Tandempartner B

Important Words in the Field of Blue Biotechnology {#Sec20}
--------------------------------------------------

NounsVerbsAdjectivesaquatic flora -- Wasserflorato differentiate -- unterscheidenaquatic -- Wasseraquatic toxicology -- Wassertoxologieto commercialise -- kommerzialisierenscarce -- seltencultivation of algae -- Kultivierung von Algento focus on -- abzielen aufunicellular -- einzelligmicro-algae -- Mikroalgento investigate -- erforschenpharmaceutical -- pharmazeutischmetabolite -- Stoffwechselproduktto indicate -- anzeigenbubbling -- blubberndcommodities -- Wirtschaftsgüterto synthesise -- synthetisierenmarketable -- marktfähigmammals -- Säugetiereto advance -- voranschreitenat random -- zufälligmolluscs -- Weichtiereto convert into -- umwandeln inefficient -- effizientinvertebrates -- wirbellose Tiereto come across sth. -- auf etw. stoßenanti-inflammatory -- entzündungshemmendvertebrates -- Wirbeltiereto adapt -- sich anpassenex situ -- außerhalb der eigentlichen Umgebung

Green Biotechnology (Tab. [1.4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec21}
=========================================================

Tab. 1.4Vocabulary for the introduction to green biotechnologyLineEnglishGermanl. 3yieldAusbeutel. 4biopesticidesBiopestizidel. 5biofertilizersBiodüngerl. 6breedingZüchtung

Introduction to Green Biotechnology {#FPar5}
-----------------------------------

Green biotechnology mainly deals with the genetic modification of plants to make them more drought resistant or to strengthen certain characteristic traits to receive a better **yield** or to make them resistant to viral diseases. Furthermore it also stands for the development of **biopesticides** and **biofertilizers** to reduce the chemical impact of nitrogen on the environment.

**Breeding** hybrids is a further field of green biotechnology e.g. tomatoes are more long-living than normal tomatoes due to hybridization. Green biotechnology is the topic which is discussed about worldwide due to ethical and moral issues.

General Text (Tab. [1.5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec22}
--------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.5Vocabulary for the text: with an eye on hunger, scientists promise in genetic tinkering of plantsLineEnglishGermanl.2boldschwungvolll.3to tinkeran etw. tüftelnl.5outfitAusstattungl.6to alleviatelindernl.10genetic engineering techniqueGentechnologiel. 13to eke sth. outsich etw. erkämpfenl. 18borne outweiter getragen vonl. 24tractionBeförderungl. 24gene-altered cropsgenverändertes Getreidel. 28plotsFlächel. 45billed equationangekündigte Gleichungl. 61genetic alterationgenetische Veränderungl. 63to incorporateaufnehmenl. 68thale cressAckerschmalwandl. 68mouse ear cressHornkrautl. 68strainsStämmel. 76yieldAusbeutel. 78assembly lineFließband1.81cassavaManiok1.83cowpeasLangbohnenl. 87dietary staplesHauptnahrungsmittel1.87gene-altered cropsgenetisch verändertes Getdeicde1.102assumeannehmenl. 114resilientwiderstandsfähig

### With an Eye on Hunger, Scientists See Promise in Genetic Tinkering of Plants {#FPar6}

URBANA, I11. -- A decade ago, agricultural scientists at the University of Illinois suggested a **bold** approach to improve the food supply: **tinker** with photosynthesis, the chemical reaction powering nearly all life on Earth.

The idea was greeted skeptically in scientific circles and ignored by funding agencies. But one **outfit** with deep pockets, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, eventually paid attention, hoping the research might help **alleviate** global poverty.

Now, after several years of work funded by the foundation, the scientists are reporting a remarkable result.

Using **genetic engineering techniques** to alter photosynthesis, they increased the productivity of a test plant -- tobacco -- by as much as 20 %, they said Thursday in a study published by the journal Science. That is a huge number, given that plant breeders struggle **to eke out** gains of 1 or 2 % more conventional approaches.

The scientists have no interest in increasing the production of tobacco; their plan is to try the same alterations in food crops, and one of the leaders of the work believes production gains of 50 % or more may ultimately be achievable. If the **prediction is borne out** in further research -- it could take a decade, if not longer, to know for sure -- the result might be nothing less than a transformation of global agriculture.

The findings could also intensify the political struggle over genetic engineering of the food supply. Some groups oppose it, arguing that researchers are playing God by moving genes from one species to another. That argument has gained some **traction** with the public, in part because the benefits of **gene-altered crops** have so far been modest at best.

But gains of 40 or 50 % in food production would be an entirely different matter, potentially offering enormous benefits for the world's poorest people, many of them farmers working small **plots** of land in the developing world.

"We're here because we want to alleviate poverty," said Katherine Kahn, the officer at the Gates Foundation overseeing the grant for the Illinois research. "What is it the farmers need, and how can we help them get there?"

One of the leaders of the research, Stephen P. Long, a crop scientist who holds appointments at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and at Lancaster University in England, emphasized in an interview that a long road lay ahead before any results from the work might reach farmers' fields.

But Dr. Long is also convinced that genetic engineering could ultimately lead to what he called a "second Green Revolution" that would produce huge gains in food production, like the original Green Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, which transferred advanced agricultural techniques to some developing countries and led to reductions in world hunger.

The research involvers photosynthesis, in which plants use carbon dioxide from the air and energy from sunlight to form new, energy-rich carbohydrates. These compounds are, in turn, the basic energy supply for almost all animal cells, including those of humans. The mathematical description of photosynthesis is sometimes **billed** as "the **equation** that powers the world."

For a decade, Dr. Long had argued that photosnythesis was not actually very efficient. In the course of evolution, several experts said, Mother Nature had focused on the survival and reproduction of plants, not on putting out the maximum amount of seeds or fruits for humans to come along and pick.

Dr. Long thought crop yields might be improved by certain genetic changes. Other scientists doubted it would work, but with the Science paper, Dr. Lang and his collaborator -- Krishan K. Niyogi who holds appointments at the University of California, Berkeley, and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory -- have gone a long way toward proving their point.

Much of the work at the University of Illinois was carried out by two young researchers from abroad who hold positions in Dr. Long's laboratory, Johannes Kromdijk of the Netherlands and Katarzyna Glowacka of Poland.

No one plans to eat tobacco, of course, nor does the Gates Foundation have any interest in increasing the production of that health-damaging crop. But the researchers used it because tobacco is a particularly fast and easy plant in which to try new **genetic alterations** to see how well they work.

In a recent interview here, Dr. Kromdijk and Dr. Glowacka showed off tiny tobacco plants **incorporating** the genetic changes and described their aspirations.

"We hope it translates into food crops in the way we've shown in tobacco," Dr. Kromodijk said. "Of course, you only know when you actually try it."

In the initial work, the researchers transferred genes from a common laboratory plant, known as thale cress or mouse-ear cress, into **strains** of tobacco. The effect was not to introduce alien substances, but rather to increase the level of certain proteins that already existed in tobacco.

When plants receive direct sunlight, they are often getting more energy than they can use, and they activate a mechanism that helps them shed it as heat -- while slowing carbohydrate production. The genetic changes the researchers introduced help the plant turn that mechanism off faster once the excessive sunlight ends, so that the machinery of photosynthesis can get back more quickly to maximal production of carbohydrates.

It is a bit like a factory worker taking a shorter coffee break before getting back to the **assembly line**. But the effect on the overall growth of the tobacco plants was surprisingly large.

When the scientists grew the newly created plants in fields at the University of Illinois, they achieved **yield** increases of 13.5 % in one strain, 19 % in a second and 20 % in a third, over normal tobacco plants grown for comparison.

Because the machinery of photosynthesis in many of the world's food crops is identical to that of tobacco, theory suggests that a comparable manipulation of those crops should increase production. Work is planned to test that in crops that are especially important as dietary staples in Africa, like **cowpeas**, rice and **cassava.**

Two outside experts not involved in the research both used the word "exciting" to describe it. But they emphasized that the researchers had not yet proved that the food supply could be increased.

"How does it look in rice or corn or wheat or sugar beets?" said L. Val Giddings, a senior fellow at the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation in Washington and a longtime advocate of **gene-altered crops**. "You've got to get into a handful of the important crops before you can show this is real and it's going to have a huge impact. We are not there yet."

Barry D. Bruce of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville, who studies photosynthesis, pointed out that the genetic alteration might behave differently in crops where only parts of the plant, such as seeds or fruits, are harvested. In tobacco, by contrast, the entire aboveground plant is harvested -- Dr. Bruce called it "a leafy green plant used for cigars!"

Dr. Bruce also noted that, now that the principle has been established, it might be possible to find plant varieties with the desired traits and introduce the changes into crops by conventional breeding, rather than by genetic engineering. Dr. Long and his group agreed this might be possible.

The genetic engineering approach, if it works, may well be used in commercial seeds produced by Western agricultural companies. One of them, Snygenta, has already signed a deal to get a first look at the results. But the Gates Foundation is determined to see the technology, **assuming** its early promise is **borne out**, make its way to African farmers at low cost.

The work is, in part, an effort to secure the food supply against the possible effects of future climate change. If rising global temperatures cut the production of food, human society could be destabilized, but more efficient crop plants could potentially make the food system more **resilient**, Dr. Long said.

"We're in a year when commodity prices are very low, and people are saying the world doesn't need more food," Dr. Long said. "But if we don't do this now, we may not have it when we really need it."

General Questions {#Sec23}
-----------------

Describe at least two advantages and disadvantages of green biotechnology!Would you buy GM tomatoes? Give reasons for or against it!Explain the process of photosynthesis!Elucidate how they changed the process of photosynthesis!Draw a conclusion!

Expressing Your Opinion {#Sec24}
-----------------------

![](489806_1_De_1_Figm_HTML){#MO19}

Complete the table with useful phrases expressing your statement.

e.g. for agreement -- I couldn't agree more ...

for disagreement -- I completely disagree ...

for objection -- I see your point but your arguments are out of proportion ...

for opinion -- To my point of view ...

Divide the class into four groups, discuss the following topics:transgenic microbestransgenic plantscloninggene therapy

One person moderates the discussion by asking questions. The others are divided into the pro group and the contra group.

Act out the discussion. Make sure that you talk freely.

Create a Word Snake {#Sec25}
-------------------

Find a word that has to do with green biotechnology. Restart with the last letter of the word with a new word that is related to green biotechnology.

E.g. **alteresilient**
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Grammar {#Sec26}
-------

Form the questions for the following answers. Ask for the underlined words.I haven't seen him **for ages**.He did his **PhD** in 2009.Photosynthesis was not actually **efficient**.Photosynthesis is often called "**the equation that powers the world**."He gave the article to **Bob**.This article is **the work** of James.We are here because we want **to alleviate poverty**.**These compounds** are the basic energy for all cells.**A long road** lay ahead before any results could be presented.**He opposed** the trial because of his experience.

Translate the Phrases from German into English {#Sec27}
----------------------------------------------

Ich denke der Autor möchte, dass der Leser ...Soweit mir bekannt ist ...Ich kann nicht verleugnen ...Es gibt mehrere Gründe für ...Nach meinem Standpunkt ...Wenn wir die Argumente näher betrachten ...Um es auf den Punkt zu bringen ...Ein gutes Beispiel für ...Dieses Beispiel veranschaulicht ...Es fällt mir schwer ...

Apply Five Sentences Used from Sect. [1.3.6](#Sec27){ref-type="sec"} to the Text {#Sec28}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Complete the Sentences {#Sec29}
----------------------
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Important Vocabulary for Green Biotechnology {#Sec30}
--------------------------------------------

NounsVerbsAdjectivesgenetic engineering -- Gentechnikto harness -- nutzbar machenabiotic -- abiotischbiopesticides -- Biounkrautvernichtungsmittelto harvest -- erntenbiotic -- biotischpropagation -- Vermehrungto alleviate -- linderndietary -- Nahrungs-transgenic plants -- transgene Pflanzento breed -- züchtenalien -- fremdgenetically -- modified organisms (GMO)genetisch veränderte Organismento incorporate -- einbauenresilient -- widerstandsfähigalteration -- Veränderungto map -- verzeichnengenetically-modified -- genetisch veränderthybrid -- Kreuzungto alter -- verändernpest-resistant -- unkrautresistentcross-pollination -- Fremdbestäubungto provide -- zur Verfügung stellenbeneficial -- vorteilshaftoutcrossing -- Auskreuzungto supply -- liefernlow-cost -- preisgünstigpest -- Unkrautto tinker -- an etw. tüftelngene-altered -- genverändert

White Biotechnology {#Sec31}
===================

White biotechnology deals with the use of biotechnological processes to produce food or drinks. For bread you need yeast, for wine you need fermentation. White biotechnology is nothing new but one of the ancient techniques of mankind. However the innovative aspect about white biotechnology is the fact that it is made more environmentally friendly. You use in your washing agents or washing powder enzymes that reduce the energy consumption. Since fossil fuels are running out, white biotechnology is becoming more and more important on an industrial scale.

The following text gives you an insight:

General Text (Tab. [1.6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec32}
--------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.6Vocabulary for the text: white biotechnologyLineEnglishGermanl. 2sustainablenachhaltigl. 3viabilityLebensfähigkeitl. 15landfillsDeponienl. 28surfactantsTensidel. 32manifoldvielseitigl. 38soundgesundl. 43biodegradablebiologisch abbaubarl. 55bacterial strainsBakterienstämmel. 58to encode sth.etw. verschlüsselnl. 59et al. -- et aliund anderel. 67reluctantungernl. 74viablelebensfähigl. 76impasseSackgassel. 78resilienceWiderstandsfähigkeitl. 89TM -- trademarkHandelsmarkel. 108roadblocksHürdenl. 115starchStärkel. 125herbicidesUnkrautvernichtungsmittell. 125fertilizersDüngemittell. 125irrigationBewässerung1.126feedstockRohstoff1.126stakeholder Interessensverhretes1.130regulatorybehördlich1.131subsidiesSubventionen1.135advocatesich für etw. einsetzenl. 148deprivedbenachteiligtl. 158impactEinflussl. 170to sequesterabsondernl. 172committed toengagiert fürl. 183propensityNeigungl. 184cautiousvorsichtigl. 184adventurousabenteuerlustigl. 140regulatorybehördlichl. 194pavedgeebnetl. 195maturereifl. 198contenderHerausfordererl. 135feedstockRohstoffl. 136stakeholderInteressensvertreterl. 142subsidiesSubventionenl. 145to advocate sth.etw. empfehlen

### White Biotechnology {#FPar7}

The application of biotechnology to industrial production holds many promises for **sustainable** development, but many products still have to pass the test of economic **viability.**

For tens of thousands of years, humans relied on nature to provide them with all the things they needed to make themselves more comfortable. They wove clothes and fabrics from wool, cotton or silk, dyed them with colours derived from plants and animals. Trees provided the material to build houses, furniture and fittings. But this all changed during the first half of the twentieth century, when organic chemistry developed methods to create many of these products from oil. Oil-derived synthetic polymers, coloured with artificial dyes, soon replaced natural fibres in clothes and fabrics. Plastics rapidly replaced wood and metals in many consumer items, buildings and furniture. However, biology might be about to take revenge on these synthetic, petroleum-based consumer goods. Stricter environmental regulations and the growing mass of non-degradable synthetics in **landfills** have made biodegradable products appealing again. Growing concerns about the dependence on imported oil, particularly in the USA, and the awareness that the world's oil supplies are not limitless are additional factors prompting the chemical and biotechnology industries to explore nature's richness in search of methods to replace petroleum-based synthetics.

An entire branch of biotechnology, known as, white biotechnology is devoted to this. It uses living cells -- from yeast, molds, bacteria and plants -- and enzymes to synthesize products that are easily degradable, require less energy and create less waste during their production. This is not a recent development: in fact, biotechnology has been contributing to industrial processes for some time. For decades, bacterial enzymes have been used widely in food manufacturing and as active ingredients in washing powders to reduce the amount of artificial **surfactants**. Transgenic *Escherichia coli* are used to produce human insulin in large-scale fermentation tanks. And the first rationally designed enzyme, used in detergents to break down fat, was introduced as early as 1988. The benefits of exploiting natural processes and products are **manifold**: they do not rely on fossil resources, are more energy efficient and their substrates and waste are biologically degradable, which all helps to decrease their environmental impact. Using alternative substrates and energy sources, white biotechnology is already bringing many innovations to the chemical, textile, food, packaging and health care industries. It is no surprise then that academics, industry and policy makers are increasingly interested in this new technology, its economy and its contributions to a **sound** environment, which could make it a credible method for sustainable development.

One of the first goals on white biotechnology's agenda has been the production of **biodegradable** plastics. Over the past 20 years, these efforts have concentrated mainly on polyesters of 3-hydroxydacids (PHAs), which are naturally synthesized by a wide range of bacteria as an energy reserve and carbon source. These compounds have properties similar to synthetic thermoplastics and elastomers from propylene to rubber, but are completely and rapidly degraded by bacteria in soil or water. The most abundant PHA is poly(3-hydroxy-butyrate) (PHB), which bacteria synthesize from acetyl-CoA. Growing on glucose, the bacterium *Ralstonia eutropha* can amass up to 85 % of its dry weight in PHB, which makes this microorganism a miniature bioplastic factory.

A major limitation of the commercialization of such bacterial plastics has always been their cost, as they are 5--10 times more expensive to produce than petroleum-based polymers. Much effort has therefore gone into reducing production costs through the development of better **bacterial strains**, but recently a potentially friendly alternative emerged, namely the modification of plants to synthesize PHAs. A small amount of PHB was first produced in *Arabidopsis thaliana* after the introduction of *R. eutropha* genes **encoding two** enzymes that are essential for the conversion of acetyl-CoA to PHB (Poirier **et al.** [@CR17]). Monsanto (St. Louis, MO, USA) then improved this process in 1999. Although this new wave of polymers has enormous potential, the timing of its evolution is uncertain. After initial enthusiasm, Monsanto and AstraZeneca (London, UK) abandoned these projects due to cost concerns. "Producing biopolymers from plants is a promising and fascinating scientific challenge," said Yves Poirier from the Laboratory of Plant Biotechnology at the Institute of Ecology, University of Lausanne, Switzerland. He thinks that companies are **reluctant** to pursue these projects because they need long-term investments that do not meet the companies' financial and time schedules. "Further genetic modifications still need to be introduced in the plants for their improvement," he said, "and once these plants are created, they will require specific harvesting and treatment protocols, with respect to regular plants. All this translates into heavy investments in new infrastructures and processing systems and into a considerable amount of time." Eight to ten years is his rough estimate of how long it will be before plant-produced PHAs might become economically **viable.**

Plans to manufacture a T-shirt from corn sugar have reached the same **impasse**. Dupont (Wilmington, DE, USA), the company that invented nylon, has for many years been developing a polymer based on 1,3-propanediol (PDO), with new levels of performance, **resilience** and softness. Adding an environmentally responsible dimension to the production, Dupont's polymerization plant in Decatur, Illinois (USA) has now successfully manufactured PDO from corn sugar, a renewable resource.

But although their corn-based polymer, called Sorona R, is more environmentally friendly and has improved characteristics, it is again up to the markets to make it a success. "The company plans an effective shift from the petroleum-based production to the bio-based one," said Ian Hudson, Sorona R Business Director at Dupont, "but this will happen if the economic process and market demands justify the transition."

Cargil Dow (Minnetonka, MN, USA) has gone a step further. The company has developed an innovative biopolymer, NatureWorks **TM**, which can be used to manufacture items such as clothing, packaging and office furnishings. The polymer is derived from lactic acid, which is obtained from the fermentation of corn sugar. It has already been brought to the market effectively and has recently appeared in US grocery stores as a container for organic food.

Another product that could benefit greatly from innovative biotechnology is paper. Much of the cost and considerable pollution involved in the paper-making process is caused by 'krafting', a method for removing lignin from the wood substrate. Lignin is the second most abundant polymer in nature after cellulose and provides structural stability to plants. In view of the significant economic benefits that might be achieved, many research efforts went into reducing the amount of lignin or modifying lignin structure in trees, while preserving their growth and structural integrity. Genetically modified trees with these properties already exist (Hu et al. [@CR7]; Chabannes et al. [@CR2]; Li et al. [@CR10]), but money will probably not be made from them anytime soon. Although the paper industry could make a considerable profit by reducing production costs, no large projects in this direction have yet been undertaken. Alain Boudet, Professor at the Centre for Vegetable Biotechnology at the University Paul Sabatier (Castanet-Tolosan, France), identified two major **roadblocks** for the commercialization of transgenic wood. "First of all, trees with altered lingin will need more tests on their actual field performance outside the laboratory before being widely used," he explained. "Secondly, and with much more difficulty, it will be necessary to conquer the public's acceptance to yet new transgenic organisms and to the distribution of products deriving from them."

White biotechnology also concentrates on the production of energy from renewable resources and biomasses. **Starch** from corn, potatoes, sugar cane and wheat is already used to produce ethanol as substitute for gasoline -- Henry Ford's first car ran on ethanol. Today, some motor fuel sold in Brazil is pure ethanol derived from sugar cane, and the rest has 20 % ethanol content. In the USA, 10 % of all motor fuel sold is a mixture of 90 % petrol and 10 % ethanol. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development's 2001 report on biotechnology and industrial sustainability, the USA now has 58 fuel plants, which produce almost 6 billion litres of ethanol per year.

But turning starch into ethanol is neither the most environmentally nor economically efficient method, as growing plants for ethanol production involves the use of **herbicides**, pesticides, **fertilizers, irrigation** and machinery. Companies such as Novzymes (Bagsward, Denmark), Genencor (Palo Alto, CA, USA) and Madygen (Redwood City, CA, USA) are therefore exploring avenues to derive ethanol specifically from celluloid material in wood, grasses and, more attractively, agricultural waste. Much of their effort is concentrated on developing more effective bacterial cellulases that can break down agricultural waste into simple sugars to create a more plentiful and cheaper raw substrate for the production of ethanol.

Hopeful visionaries have already started to talk about a 'carbohydrate economy' replacing the old 'hydrocarbon economy'. However, "making biomass an effective **feedstock** is not a cheap process," reminded Kirsten Staer, Director of **Stakeholder** Communications at Novozymes. To get the production of biofuel up and running on a commercial basis, alongside the development of new feedstock collection systems and the creation of special production plants, a different pricing of biofuel will be required, she commented. "The price structure for fossil fuel is fixed in the market by **regulator**y frameworks. If the biofuel production is to be successful, it will be necessary to enforce policies that introduce **subsidies** to bioethanol production, for instance, or put taxes on fossil fuel production," Staer said.

This has not stopped J. Craig Venter from founding the Institute for Biological Energy Alternatives (IBEA) in Rockville, Maryland (USA) last year to **advocate** the production of cleaner forms of energy. IBEA recently received a US 53 million grant from the US Department of Energy, primarily to engineer an artificial microorganism to produce hydrogen. **Deprived** of the genes for sugar formation that normally use hydrogen ions, this organism could devote all of its energies to the production of excess hydrogen and, ideally, become a synthetic energy producer.

White biotechnology may also benefit medicine and agriculture. Vitamin B 2 (riboflavin), for instance, is widely used in animal feed, human food and cosmetics and has traditionally been manufactured in a six-step chemical process. At BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany) more than 1000 tonnes of vitamin B2 are now produced per year in a single fermentation. Using the fungus Ahsbya gossypii as a biocatalyst, BASF achieved an overall reduction in cost and environmental **impact** of 40 %. Similarly, cephalexin, an antibiotic that is active against Gram-negative bacteria and is normally produced in a lengthy ten-step chemical synthesis, is now produced in a shorter fermentation-based process at DSM Life Sciences Products (Heerlen, The Netherlands). However, vitamin B2 is just a single success story -- other vitamins and drugs are still cheaper to produce with classic organic chemistry than by innovative white biotechnology.

Nevertheless, the potential environmental benefits of shifting to biofeedstocks and bioprocesses are substantial, thinks Wolfgang Jenseit from the Institute for Applied Ecology (Freiburg, Germany). "The new bioproduction processes substitute complex chemistry reactions. This, of course, corresponds to significant energy and water savings" he explained. It also benefits the atmosphere: the carbon needed to make bioethanol from biomass was **sequestered** by plants from the atmosphere, so putting it back by burning ethanol does not add to global warming. Jenseit pointed out. This is certainly good news for the countries that **committed to** limiting greenhouse-gas emissions by ratifying the Kyoto treaty.

And the economic benefits are expected to follow. According to the global consultancy firm McKinsey & Company, white biotechnology will occupy up to 10--20 % of the entire chemical market in 2010, with annual growth rates of Euro 11--22 billion. Huge differences exist, however, in the ways white biotechnology is managed in Europe and the USA, says Jens Riese, a Frankfurt-based Principal Associate at McKinsey & Company. "First of all, the overall sum invested in the US in the white biotech business is 250 million USDollar, a sum which by far exceeds the total European investment", he said. "Probably driven by a stronger geopolitical will of becoming independent from fossil fuel import, the US has shown a clearer **propensity** in the development of such technologies. Europe, on the other hand, is culturally more **cautious** and less **adventurous** in accepting innovative methodologies."

But white biotechnology has drawn interest in Europe. "There is consciousness about the need for innovation in this direction," said Oliver Wolf, Scientific Officer at the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies in Seville, Spain. "Although as yet no specific legislation exists, important steps are being taken towards the promotion of white biotechnology in Europe." White biotechnology has potentially large benefits, both economically and environmentally for a wide range of applications. The way for its development is being paved, but it remains a relatively young technology that has to compete with a **mature** oil-based chemical industry that has had nearly a century to optimize its methods and production processes. Nevertheless, the growing concerns about the environment and the possibility of cheaper oil in the future make white biotechnology a serious **contender.**

General Questions {#Sec33}
-----------------

Find a headline for each paragraph of the text.State at least three innovations of white biotechnology, describe them more closely.Clarify what problems go along with new white biotechnological inventions?Exemplify the reasons for the environmentally-friendliness of white biotechnology.Some adversaries say that biofuel is not environmentally-friendly. Give reasons for this statement.Illustrate the success of white biotechnology. Find arguments for your statement.Comment on the differences between the USA and Europe regarding white biotechnology.

Grammar {#Sec34}
-------

Decide whether the following "-ing"-forms are participles or gerunds, give reasons and translate the sentence into German.**Growing** concern on the dependence on imported oil makes white biotechnology attractive.The awareness that oil supplies are not limitless are factors **prompting** the biotechnology industry to explore nature's richness.Biotechnology **has been contributing** to industrial processes for some time.Bacterial enzymes have widely been used for the food **manufacturing**.The benefits of **exploiting** natural processes are manifold.Much effort has therefore gone into **reducing** production costs.**Producing** biopolymers from plants is a scientific challenge.The company **having** invented nylon **has** for many years **been developing** a polymer with new levels of performance, resilience and softness.Many research efforts went into **reducing** the amount of lignin.Trees with altered lignin will need more tests outside the laboratory before **being** widely used.

Find the Words {#Sec35}
--------------

Ten words from the text are hidden. Can you find them all?
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Complete the Prefix Bio- with Ten Complete Words {#Sec36}
------------------------------------------------

E.g. bio-fuelbiobiobiobiobiobiobiobiobiobio

Match the Word {#Sec37}
--------------

Can you categorize the words from Sect. [1.4.5](#Sec36){ref-type="sec"} into a field of the colours of biotechnology?

Match the word to the ten categories of biotechnology.E.g. biofuel belongs to the category of green biotechnology.E.g. bioluminescent belongs to no categoryE.g. bioactive belongs to all categories

Complete the Table {#Sec38}
------------------
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Quiz About the Colours of Biotechnology {#Sec39}
---------------------------------------

Repetition of the vocabulary of red, blue, green and white biotechnology:

Red biotechnology -- Blue biotechnology -- Green biotechnology -- White biotechnology10010010010080808080606060604040404020202020

Divide the class into two groups. The teacher names five German words in the four fields. The pupils have to translate them into English.

The most difficult word has 100 points. The less difficult one has 20 points.

The winner is who has most words right.

Important Words in the Field of White Biotechnology {#Sec40}
---------------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectivebiodegradability -- biologische Abbaubarkeitto apply -- anwendenbiodegradable -- biologisch abbaubarbiofuel -- Biobrennstoffto prompt -- veranlassenenvironmentally-friendly -- umweltfreundlichbiopowerplant -- Biogaskraftwerkto devote -- verwendenappealing -- ansprechendbiopurification system -- Bioreinigungssystemto synthesize -- synthetisierenbacterial -- bakteriellcatalysts -- Katalysatorento contribute -- dazu beitragenrationally -- rationaldestruction of hazardous chemicals -- Zerstörung gefährlicher Chemikaliento catalyse -- katalysierenenergy-efficient -- energieeffizientpollutant disposal -- Schadstoffbeseitigungto concentrate -- sich darauf konzentrierenincreasingly -- ansteigendpolluters-pays-principle -- Verursacherprinzipto degrade -- abbauenabundant -- im Überflusssewage treatment -- Abwasserbehandlungto amass up sth. -- etw. anhäufenbioplastic -- bioplastischwaste compost plant -- Abfallkompostanlageremediate -- beseitigen, sanierenscientific -- wissenschaftlich

Grey Biotechnology (Tab. [1.7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec41}
========================================================

Tab. 1.7Vocabulary for the introduction to grey biotechnologyLineEnglishGermanl. 2sewageAbwasserl. 3contaminatedverunreinigtl. 3exhaust gasesAbgase

Introduction to Grey Biotechnology {#FPar8}
----------------------------------

Grey biotechnology comprises all biotechnological procedures which are used for the preparation of drinking water, the purification of **sewage**, the restoration of **contaminated** grounds or the cleaning of **exhaust gases**. The procedure applied is mostly the fermentation that is the enzymatic transformation of organic substances. In other words grey biotechnology is concerned with the removal of pollutants and environmental biotechnology.

General Text {#Sec42}
------------

### Grey Biotechnology -- A Chance for Efficient Waste Management {#FPar9}

Grey biotechnology is an environmentally friendly way to remove contaminants by using microorganisms such as fungi, protozoa, bacteria, algae and viruses from water or soil.

Around 140 million tonnes of synthetic polymers are produced each year. It takes centuries to decay them. The water pollution in seas and oceans is immense.

Therefore grey biotechnology is a real chance to treat contaminated soil, oil spillage and radioactive contamination.

Scientists have developed bacteria eating plastics (named Ideonella sakaiensis 201-F6).

Grey biotechnology is also used to protect indigenous fauna which is threatened by foreign plants called phytoremediation.

It is also used to remake former brownfields by enhancing bacterial degradation of contaminants and adding nutrients to the soil. This procedure is called bioremediation.

However it is not applicable for soil that contains cadmium or lead.

A simple application of grey biotechnology is your compost in the garden.

General Questions {#Sec43}
-----------------

Give at least three applications of bioremediation.Explain the advantage and disadvantage of bioremediation.Find differences between white and grey biotechnology.

Shortened Relative Clauses {#Sec44}
--------------------------

Match the sentences together by using an "--ing"- form:Bioremediation is also applied to contaminated wastewater. It cleans the contaminated wastewater without aggressive chemicals.Nutrients are added to the soil. It enhances degradation of contaminants.Bioremediation is not a feasible strategy at sites with high concentrations of chemicals. These chemicals contain lead.Bioremediation take advantage of the metabolic process. It can degrade concentration of different contaminants.The process of bioremediation involves the introduction of new organisms. It enhances the degradation rate of indigenous fauna.

Explain the Following Words:^∗^ {#Sec45}
-------------------------------

protozoaeffluentsoil spillsfeasiblephytoremediation

Draw an Advertisement for Bioremediation {#Sec46}
----------------------------------------

Imagine you work for a company which main focus is bioremediation.

Draft an advertisement for their webpage.

What Is the Up-to-date Value of Bioremediation According to You? {#Sec47}
----------------------------------------------------------------

How often is bioremediation applied? What is your estimation?

Complete the Gap Text {#Sec48}
---------------------

\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ biotechnological purification chemical cleaning was used.Water which is not clean is called \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.Toxic materials are also called \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.Not every biotechnological theory can be \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ in practice.Legal authorities can \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ the use of bioremediation.

Think About More Uses of Bioremediation than the Text States! {#Sec49}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Important Vocabulary in the Field of Grey Biotechnology {#Sec50}
-------------------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectivepurification -- Reinigungto remediate -- beseitigenenzymatic -- enzymatischsewage -- Abwasserbioremediate -- biosanierenfeasible -- machbarrestoration -- Sanierungto hasten -- sich beeilenindigenous -- einheimischcontamination -- Verunreinigungto recover sth. -- etw. zurückgewinnenaerobic -- aerobexhaust gases -- Abgaseto discharge -- entlassenanaerobic -- anaerobadjustment -- Angleichungto apply to -- anwendenmetabolic -- metabolischpollutants -- Verunreinigerto pose -- etw. darstellenaccidental -- zufälligbioremediation -- Biosanierungto take advantage of -- einen Vorteil haben/etw. ausnutzenuncommon -- ungewöhnlichdegradation rate -- Abbaurateto recycle -- wieder verwertenregulatory -- behördlicheffluents -- Abwässerto perform -- etw. durchführentoxic -- giftig

Yellow Biotechnology {#Sec51}
====================

Yellow biotechnology develops products for application in green, red and white biotechnology. E.g. it fights off pests on an environmentally friendly way by using peptides (green biotechnology) or it develops the inhibition of resistant antibiotics (red biotechnology). Furthermore it harnesses enzymes for the production of glutenfree food (white biotechnology). The name yellow derives from the substance hemolymph which is a substance similar to blood in insects and is yellow. Basically yellow biotechnology is concerned with food production.

General Text (Tab. [1.8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec52}
--------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.8Vocabulary for the text: yellow biotechnology application on the food industry through in vitro cell culture meatsLineEnglishGermanl. 11pervasiveallgegenwärtigl. 21foodiesFeinschmeckerl. 32dauntingabschreckendl. 23bovineRinderl. 35to remedy sth.abhelfenSecond referencetollGebühr

### Yellow Biotechnology Application on the Food Industry Through In Vitro Cell Culture Meats {#FPar10}

As mentioned in our previous article, the biotechnology industry can be broken down into color categories based on the techniques or products involved in that sector. For example, blue biotechnology includes practices utilizing ocean resources, whereas red biotechnology is related to pharmaceutical products or biomedical engineering. Yellow biotechnology involves the use of bio-engineering to make food. A classic example of yellow biotech's adaption of natural resources for our palates is brewing beer -- harnessing the natural yeast fermentation process to fuel college fraternities and connoisseurs alike.

A current hot topic within the food industry and culture and therefore yellow biotech, is sustainability. It is well known that the meat industry, in particular, has a drastic, and **pervasive**, effect on local and global environments.^1^ This damaging effect results from resource diversion used to create farms, as well as the subsequent byproducts and run off from their existence.^2^

Deforestation, clean water usage, and heavy feed requirements are necessary to raise the livestock, while antibiotics, pesticides, animal waste, and hormones directly pollute land and water to maintain them. The meat industry overall is responsible, for up to 24 % of greenhouse gas emissions, with no sign of slowing down.^3^ Despite the implications for both human health and the environment, meat demand is increasing even as our natural resources are diminishing.

However, from great demand comes great potential. Within the yellow biotech sector, biologists and **foodies** are rising to the challenge. One exciting company, founded by Dr. Mark Post, uses *in vitro* cell culture techniques on adult cow stem cells to manufacture **bovine** muscle tissue -- aka hamburger meat. The end result lowers land use by up to 99 %, water use by 96 %, and greenhouse gas emissions by 96 % when compared to other animal meat products.^4^ Dr. Post conducted this research at Maastricht University, Netherlands, and live aired the first tasting of his "test tube meat" made up of over 20,000 hand-cultured muscle strands. In August 2013, taste testers noted the lack of fat or juiciness, but gave full points for the mouth feel and definitively preferred the *in vitro* meat to a vegetable-based substitute.

Since then, Dr. Post has taken his technology towards the market with his company MosaMeat. The cost of the first hamburger was a **daunting** Euro 250,000 (over USD 311,000). According to the company however, many of these costs were due to standard academic laboratory fees and the overall cost of operating at such a small scale. Ideally, this could be **remedied** by scaling up production and further refining their growth process. Considering the company plans to go global to help fill the hunger gap, achieving efficiencies of scale is very much a part of their long term plans. Still, the company has a few things to work out moving forward on the science end. The current culture system requires fetal bovine serum to grow the cells into functional supplement used daily in cell culture labs, for a company intent on using as minimal animal products with the smallest environmental impact possible, the question remains if a synthetic serum might be able to take its place.

Overall, MosaMeat and other *in vitro* meat companies show huge potential and have momentum on their side. With the current rate of research and initial progress shown, both environmentalists and animal lovers, as cheap, sustainable hamburger on the table, without the costs to the animals or environment.

To see where *in vitro* meat might take us in the future, check out this website for Bistro in vitro. While none of the menu is available as of today, they show there's no limit to the possibilities that this new technology could bring -- and that it may be closer to your menu you think.Herrero M et al (2013) Biomass use, production, feed efficiencies, and greenhouse gas emissions from global livestock systems. Proc Natl Acad Sci 110:20888--20893Scheer R, Moss D (2011) How does meat in the diet take an environmental toll? Sci Am 1. <https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/me-and-environment/>Fiela N (2008) Meeting the demand: an estimation of potential future greenhouse gas emissions from meat production. Ecol Econ 67:412--419Tuomisto HL, Ellis MJ, Haastrup P (2014) Environmental impacts of cultured meat: alternative production scenarios. Environ Sci Technol 14044:6117--6123

General Questions {#Sec53}
-----------------

Explain the relationship between sustainability and yellow biotechnology!Would you buy in vitro meat?Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of in vitro meat.Do you think it is realistic in the future?Find a headline for each paragraph!

Vocabulary for Commenting Texts {#Sec54}
-------------------------------

Translate the German sentences into English.Ich muss dem Autor widersprechen ...Es ist fraglich ...Das ändert jedoch nichts daran ...Man könnte entgegnen, dass ...Wenn man das Für und Wider abwägt, komme ich zu der Schlussfolgerung ...Soweit ich es beurteilen kann...Ich bin geteilter Meinung ...Lassen Sie mich ein Beispiel anführen ...Mein Eindruck von dem Text ist ...Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen ...

Use at least five phrases from 1 to 10 for drawing a conclusion about the text.

Linking Words {#Sec55}
-------------

To comment texts linking words emphasize your versatility:

First translate the linking words:1 trotz11 offensichtlich2 obwohl12 während3 eigentlich13 als Tatsache4 darüber hinaus14 außerdem5 als Erstes15 um dies weiter zu verfolgen6 schließlich16 daher7 kurz gesagt17 ebenso wie8 in Bezug auf18 zudem9 im Vergleich19 zweifellos10 zusammenfassend20 im Gegensatz

Linking Words in Use {#Sec56}
--------------------

Use the following topics and make up a sentence with a linking word:Red biotechnology -- AlzheimerE.g. the analysis of the genetic make up of a person is thus useful for the treatment of Alzheimer.Green biotechnology -- cropsBlue biotechnology -- research of jellyfishWhite biotechnology -- fermentationGrey biotechnology -- purification

Tandem {#Sec57}
------

See Figs. [1.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [1.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 1.5Tandem partner AFig. 1.6Tandem partner B

Syntax {#Sec58}
------

He gave me a book.

me = indirect object

book = direct object

He called me a fool.

Me = direct object

Fool = object complement

He was always a good student.

Good student = subject complement

Decide whether the bold words are a direct object, an indirect object, an object complement or a subject complement.Meat industry has a drastic effect **on local and global environment**.He called this in vitro meat **challenging**.MosaMeat shows huge **potential**.Foodies will be made **curious**.They will give **him more orders**.

Proverbs with Colours {#Sec59}
---------------------

Translate the proverbs.To be between the devil and the deep blue sea.All that glitters is not gold.She is green with envy.That is still a grey area.She was caught red-handed.I tickled pink.I told her a white lie because I didn't want to hurt her.She is yellow-bellied.He blackmailed him.I am always browned off when I see him.He goes gathering orange blossoms.

Find other proverbs with colours by finding corresponding German proverbs in English.

Important Words in the Field of Yellow Biotechnology {#Sec60}
----------------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectiveinhibition -- Hemmungto harness -- erntenresistant to -- widerstandsfähig gegenüberyeast fermentation -- Hefefermentationto feed -- fütternpervasive -- allgegenwärtiglivestock -- Viehbestandto manufacture -- herstellenin vitro -- in vitrodemand -- Nachfrageto lower -- vermindernbovine -- Rinder-foodies -- Feinschmeckerto emit -- ausstoßenenvironmental -- Umwelt-substitute -- Ersatzto substitute -- ersetzensustainable -- nachhaltigsmall scale -- kleine Skalato work out -- ausarbeitencurrent -- aktuellbioengineering -- Biotechnikto involve -- einbeziehensubsequent -- nachfolgendsustainability -- Nachhaltigkeitto fuel -- anheizenvegetable-based -- gemüsebasierendbyproduct -- Nebenproduktto run off -- ausgehensynthetic -- synthetisch

Brown Biotechnology {#Sec61}
===================

Brown biotechnology is a very up to date topic as droughts are increasing due to climate change. On the basis of genetically modified plants brown biotechnology deals with the research of drought resistant plants.

General Text (Tab. [1.9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec62}
--------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.9Vocabulary for the text: GMO crops could help stem famine and future global conflictsLineEnglishGermanl. 2floodsÜberschwemmungenl. 2droughtDürrel. 6myriadunzähligl. 11to triggerauslösenl. 18to withstandStand haltenl. 21inducedhervorgerufen durchl. 36ImpactEinflussl. 43teffZwerghirsel. 43indigenouseinheimischl. 44to bounce backsich wieder erholen vonl. 44depriviationMangell. 45non-ediblenicht essbarl. 45dormancyWinterruhel. 47to pinpointdarauf hinweisenl. 53agave plantAgavenpflanzel. 58to mitigatelindern

### GMO Crops Could Help Stem Famine and Future Global Conflicts {#FPar11}

When most of us think about the threats posed by climate change, events like **floods**, **droughts**, intense storms and hotter temperatures come to mind. These are all, according to the vast majority of scientists, exactly what we can expect to see more and more of. However, what is often overlooked are the sociopolitical consequences of these climatic changes, in other words, we tend to view these natural disasters in a vacuum without recognizing the **myriad** ways in which climate change is both directly and indirectly shaping economies, cultures and governments.

This being the case, looking back at conflicts such as those in Syria and the Sudan, it has become increasingly clear that climate change played a role in **triggering** the instability that led to these conflicts. Which begs the question could these conflicts have been prevented through non-political measures that responded to changes in climate?

The answer increasingly seems to be yes. Further developments in biotechnology and a deeper understanding of what triggered the conflicts in Syria and Sudan point to novel prevention solutions grounded in modern agriculture. The arrival of genetically engineered (GE) drought-tolerant crops can **withstand** longer and more intense droughts could have the potential to prevent future conflicts.

Both the conflicts in Syria and the Sudan followed intense, climate change-**induced** drought periods that caused mass crop failures and famine. Beginning as early as 1998 and continuing into the 21st century, Syria and the surrounding region experienced a drought that, according to research published in the Journal of Geophysical Research, was the worst the region had experienced in 900 years.

The subsequent crop failure and famine eventually forced rural populations into urban centers to seek out food and better living conditions. The unfortunate result of this mass migration of people was the failure of Syrian cities to provide basic goods and services, leading to public unrest and eventually conditions ripe for civil war.

Had these farmers been better prepared to deal with years-long drought conditions, might Syria have avoided their civil war? The answer is not clear, as the conflict in Syria is complex and it is impossible to say whether it could have been prevented by any one action.

However, learning from Syria, we can assume that in the future, reducing the **impacts** of drought on particularly at risk populations through implementation of modern farming practices and the introduction of GE drought-tolerant crops could play a major role in preventing political instability.

Though there are few GE drought-tolerant crops on the market today, scientists all over the world are developing new crops in an effort to better prepare farmers for the increasingly severe droughts we expect to see.

Researchers at the University of Cape Town in South Africa are working to genetically engineer **teff**, an African grain important to many **indigenous** groups, in order to increase its ability **to bounce back** from water **deprivation**. The group intends to pull genes from a **non-edible** native plant, *Myroflammus flabellifolius*, which has the ability to enter **dormancy** during intense drought, but then **bounce back** in the event of rain. Small scale, public projects such as these that **pinpoint** specific crops in specific areas will be the key to combatting the effects of climate change.

Similarly, Xiaophang Yang at the Oakridge National Laboratory in Tennessee is attempting something more ambitious and wide reaching in this research on understanding how naturally drought-resistant plants use a different type of photosynthesis to endure the stressful conditions of drought. Yang's goal is to map the genetics behind **agave plants** method of photosynthesis, which differs from most plants, with the hope of one day introducing those genes into common crops. Not only would this allow for crops to withstand drought conditions, it would also open up new areas for farming that were once too dry.

As the genetic engineering of crops rapidly expands in the public sector, using GMOs as a tool for **mitigating** the effects of climate change will become a more and more potent option, offering hope for feeding a growing global population and serving as a stabilizing force in drought ridden parts of the world.

*Josh Winkler is a freelance journalist who focuses on genetic engineering, the* ***Anthropocerne*** *and the outdoors industry.*

General Questions {#Sec63}
-----------------

Do you think that droughts and floods can be a cause for war? Give reasons for your statement!Go into detail about the consequences of droughts.Make up your mind about fighting against droughts.Do you think that GMO plants could contribute to fight against hunger? Give reasons for your statement!

Presentation {#Sec64}
------------

Present in a group of four a country which is concerned with droughts (Sambia, Mosambique, Botswana, South Africa, India, Chile, South Asia).

Quiz About Droughts {#Sec65}
-------------------

What is a continental climate?ACourse of temperature based on seasonsBClimate in EuropeCClimate on landWhat is meant by hydrological drought?ATrees get brown leaves.BWater gauge under the normal value.CToo few precipitations during one year.What does the El-Niño phenomenon mean?AThe El-Niño phenomenon leads to floods in South America and droughts in Africa.BThe wind stream between America and Europe.CThe rise of water temperature in the oceans.Mega-drought isAa drought in a period of one yearBa drought within a decadeCa drought within twenty yearsDust bowl is a word forAa drought period in North America between 1930--38Ba windstream in AfricaCa tornadoWhat are isohydric plants?AThe water contents of tissue is kept up if water deficiency occurs.BPlants that can store more water during droughts.CPlants which are genetically modified.Turgor is a botanical expression forAprocess which describes the liquid flow of a plant.Bvalue to measure the pressure in plants.Cpressure on the cell wall of a plant containing liquid.Transgenic plants are defined asAPlants that are breededBPlants that contain genes which are not originally from themCPlants that have completely different colours than the natural onesC4 plantsAare mostly flowers.Bcannot survive in hot climate.Cbind C0~2~ better than normal plants.EFSA stands for the abbreviationAEuropean Foundation for secure application of GM foodBEuropean Foundation of standard approvals for GM foodCEuropean Food Safety Authority

Active and Passive Sentences {#Sec66}
----------------------------

Transfer the sentences either into the active or passive form.Researchers at the University of Cape Town are working to genetically engineer teff.What is often overlooked are the sociopolitical consequences of climatic change.Yang's goal is to map the genetics of agave plants.The crop failure forced rural populations into urban centers.The genetic engineering of crops is rapidly being expanded by the public sector.Genetically modified organisms withstand drought conditions.Natural disasters are shaping economies.Scientists all over the world are developing new crops.He followed the rules of the modification of plants.Small scale projects will be the key for combatting droughts.

Find Words in the Text Which Have the Following Meaning {#Sec67}
-------------------------------------------------------

The fact that there is not enough to eat.There is some food such as fly agaric which is poisonous and not possible to eat.In Africa people who are natives and born in Africa are called a native group.Due to droughts or floods there is no possibility to harness the crop.Genetically modified crop is able to resist to droughts.

Make Up a Mind Map About Droughts {#Sec68}
---------------------------------

![](489806_1_De_1_Figs_HTML){#MO28}

Find the Synonyms and Antonyms of the Following Words {#Sec69}
-----------------------------------------------------

![](489806_1_De_1_Figt_HTML){#MO29}

Important Words in the Field of Brown Biotechnology {#Sec70}
---------------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectivecreation of enhanced seeds -- Schaffung von verbessertem Saatgutto trigger -- auslösenarable -- bebaubardrought -- Dürreto withstand -- Stand haltenmyriad -- vielfältigflood -- Überschwemmungto engineer -- entwickelnclimate-induced -- klimabedingtcrop failure -- Ernteausfallto bounce back -- wieder auf die Beine kommensubsequent -- hinternanderfolgendimpact -- Einflussto combat -- bekämpfenripe -- reifwater deprivation -- Wassermangelto endure -- anhaltendrought-tolerant -- dürretolerantmitigation -- Linderungto map -- verzeichnenindigenous -- einheimischyield -- Ausbeuteto open up -- eröffnennon-edible -- nicht essbarfeeding -- Nahrungto wither -- verdörrenstressful -- anstrengendprecipitation -- Niederschlagto shrivel -- vertrocknendrought ridden -- von Dürre beherrscht

Violet Biotechnology {#Sec71}
====================

Ethics derives from Greek 'ethos' which means custom, habit, character or disposition. Ethics is a set of moral principles, which defines what is good for individuals and society. These principles are influenced by our culture and religion e.g. you must not steal. It comprises aspects such as how to live a good life, what are our rights and responsibilities and the language of right and wrong as well as moral decisions what is good or bad. There are different categories of ethics: metha-ethic concerns the origin of ethical principles. Normative ethics establishes a set of criteria what is right or wrong. Applied ethics is concerned with up to date topics such as children soldiers.

Violet biotechnology takes into consideration ethical and moral issues which occur by the modification of genes and thus leads to the problematic issues such as patent rights.

General Text (Tab. [1.10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec72}
----------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.10Vocabulary for the text: thinking ethically about human biotechnologyLineEnglishGermanl. 3sparkingsprühendl. 3to elicithervorrufenl. 5to permeatedurchdringenl. 9contentiousumstrittenl. 10to constrainbelegenl. 14propensityNeigungl. 18fatednessSchicksall. 20quietisticquietistischl. 22captivatingfesselnd1.22dauntingerschrechendl. 24ramificationVerzweigungl. 28realmKönigreichl. 30incentivesPrämienlohn, Leistungsanreizl. 36scurried awayweggehuschtl. 36unanticipatedunerwartetl. 54to impedeverhindernl. 64incumbentobligatorischl. 68peer-revieweddurch Fachleute überprüftl. 69savvyklug, schlaul. 78stakeholderInteressensvertreter1.118to inculcateeinprägenl. 120inextricablyuntrennbar1.124inclinationNeigungl. 128to inculcateeinprägenl. 149to errsich irrenl. 155coming to grips with sth.mit etw. zurecht kommenl. 178trajectoriesAbläufe

### Thinking Ethically About Human Biotechnology {#FPar12}

Modern biotechnology, with its focus on molecular biology and its concern for increasing human health and life spans, is all about the future. This biotech future presses in daily, **sparking** imaginations. At the same time, it **elicits** wariness or even fear that humanity is gaining too much power or too little choice over human evolution and destiny. The political climate, **permeated** as it is by a ferocious "moral approach" to science policy, heightens this public concern. We seem to have lost our capacity for rational discourse in the public arena. The biotech industry has increasingly realized that not only regulatory schemes but also **contentious** public and political debate can either enable or **constrain** research and development. For better or worse, science is political.

**We Can, but Must We?**

Since the birth of Dolly the cloned sheep, public concern about advancing biotechnology has been enflamed by the suspicion that science is at the mercy of the technological imperative, the **propensity** to think that because something can be done, it is inevitable. This seemingly easy slide from can to will -- because it is technically possible to clone a child into existence, it will become an everyday occurrence, for example -- leaves some with a sense of **fatedness**, a sense that science is unstoppable. Hence, for those people, science is not a subject of ethical concern. In this view, at best, ethics takes a **quietistic** turn; at worse, it becomes completely irrelevant. A mantra of 'if we can, we inevitably will' places troubling limits on our critical thinking and moral imagination. We must recognize that the possible -- however **captivating**, however **daunting** -- is not inevitable.

As human biotech research continues, scientist and layperson alike have the opportunity to deliberate about the ethical **ramifications** of the possible futures opened by scientific research. The science of ethics asks us to justify our actions and account for our intentions. It is not enough just to intend the good or to do something to bring it about. We must give good reasons why we do what we do. In the **realm** of biotechnology, our reasoning needs to address three main areas:**Incentives** or the ways that we encourage scientists to do particular kinds of research*Intentions* or the goals of that research*Actions* or the potential applications of research results

When considering ethical reasons for our actions, it is prudent to avoid "the Dolly effect," that is, attempting to slam the ethical door well after the sheep has **scurried away**. The **unanticipated** arrival of new biotechnologies -- from cloning to xenotransplantation -- leaves the public, and the scientific community, without a framework for considering the attendant ethical issues. As we quickly learned after Dolly's birth announcement was published in the *New York Times*, paying close attention to the direction biotechnology is headed is infinitely better than potentially overreacting once it gets there. To avoid the Dolly effect, the biotech community must initiate ethical discussions within itself and with the wider public.

**Questions Come First**

To that end, it is well to begin with some questions. Ethics is about questions: about who asks, what they ask for and how we as individuals and communities respond. In reference to biotechnology, what questions should be posed? What aspects should be considered?

Along with the "golly wow" response to biotech innovation, we must ask, what are the personal and social impacts of biotechnology? What are its potential impacts on our values, our virtues, and our relationships? Does a particular application of biotechnology protect or endanger human or individual rights? Are the benefits and burdens distributed fairly? Does biotechnology advance or **impede** the common good? What are the risks, burdens and benefits? On whom do they fall? How are they distributed? What is an acceptable way to achieve a given benefit? May we do anything, as long as the outcome is good on balance? Or are there limits on what we do, even in the name of human health? And, what -- or whom -- have we not thought about?

The first step in answering any of those questions is quite difficult for people not well-versed in human biology and genetics: get the facts. Many disagreements result from not grasping the facts of the matter. It is impossible to make sound judgements about the appropriate uses of genetic testing, for example, without understanding some genetic science and the nature of the information gathered through such testing. It is **incumbent** upon scientists and others working in biotechnology to educate the public in general, and the media in particular, about the scientific method and experimental results. The trend toward releasing experimental results to the press before publication in a **peer-reviewed** journal, which is problematic in and of itself, at least requires scientifically **savvy** journalists whose duty is, in turn, to provide an adequate set of facts to the public.

**Ethical Reasoning**

Of course, facts only describe what is; ethics deals with what ought to be. How do we responsibly move from what is to what ought to be? It is the job of philosophical ethics to provide standards that help us identify what ought to be done.

Utilitarianism: one way to think about "the ought" is through the lens of utility, which looks at various options for action, asking who will be affected and to what extent each **stakeholder** will be benefited or harmed. In the utilitarian view, an ethical action is the one that produces the greatest balance of good over harm or the greatest good for the greatest number of people. Regarding research in human molecular genetics, for example, the utilitarian might argue that the potential benefit of relieving human suffering outweighs the possible dangers of manipulating human genes and evolution through germ-line intervention.

Rights: A different approach presumes that what makes human beings more than mere things is our ability to choose freely what type of lives to lead and the right to have our choices respected. This view from rights describes an ethical action as that which protects people from being used in ways that they do not choose. Importantly, each human has a right not to be treated as means to another's end, even an undeniably good end. The right not to be used encompasses other rights: the right to be told the truth, the right to privacy and the right not to be harmed are among those particularly relevant to biotech research and genetic medicine. For example, respecting rights may set limits on human subject research in molecular genetics by requiring adequate informed consent including an honest assessment of risks and benefits, or it may require that experimental gene transfer therapy to be undertaken only as a last resort. In this view, actions that violate individual or human rights are wrong.

The justice approach to ethics is rooted in the principle of "treating equals equally and unequals unequally." Justice mandates fairness in that people must be treated the same way unless they differ in ethically relevant ways. For example, when two runners cross the finish line at the same time. It is unfair to award the blue ribbon to Jeff and not to Jake unless, for example, Jake has cheated.

The primary form of justice in medicine and medical research is distributive justice, which is concerned with the fair distribution of benefits and burdens across society. Distributive justice, which is concerned with the fair distribution of benefits and burdens across society. Distributive justice seeks clarity regarding those aspects of individuals and society that may justify drawing distinctions in how benefits and burdens are allocated. That is, it seeks to identify under what conditions treating unequals unequally would be justified. Such material conditions could include distribution based on determinations of need, social worth, contribution, or effort. For example, the principle of need would support mechanisms for providing access to cutting-edge treatments to all who would tangibly benefit irrespective of their ability to pay for them. A principle of contribution might suggest that a family who sponsored research into an illness might have more influence on the direction of the research and greater access to its fruits than the rest of us.

The common good rests on a vision of society in which all people join in the pursuit of shared values and aims. Because individual good is **inextricably** woven into the good of the whole community, pursuing the common good includes creating a set of general conditions that are equally to everyone's advantage. Together with respecting individual rights and freedoms, the common good approach requires that common goals, such as human health and well being, be pursued through biotech innovation and a stable health care infrastructure.

A consideration of virtue assumes that certain ideals allow for the full development of our humanity. A person who has **inculcated** these core ideals, or virtues, will do what is right when faced with an ethical choice. Virtues are dispositions that facilitate acting in ways that develop human potential and allow human flourishing. Virtues are good habits in that they are acquired through repetition and practice and, once acquired, they become characteristic of a person. Honesty, integrity, prudence, courage, wisdom and compassion are examples of virtues. Once a person has developed a virtuous character, his or her **inclination** is to act in ways consistent with ethical principles. In much the same way as Barry Bonds is inclined to hit home runs, the virtuous person will be inclined to tell the truth and act with compassion and courage.

Virtue ethics, with the emphasis on character and ideals, captures the idea of "the good scientist" -- intelligent, honest, compassionate, determined -- much more so than the principle-based approaches of utility, justice and rights. The development of pharmaceuticals for "compassionate use" echoes an ethics of virtue.

**Reasoning into Biotech Practice**

Those five approaches suggest that biotech ethics should ask five questions:What benefits and what harms can be predicted for biotech innovations in both the research and application phases, and which courses of action will result in the best consequences overall? It is important to remember that determining consequences is more or less a guessing game. In instances of profound uncertainty and sizable risk, it is best to **err** on the side of caution when calculating benefits and risks. Neither hopes nor fears should be over-sold.Who are the ethically relevant stakeholders, and what rights do they have? Which course of action protects those rights? Is human dignity respected? The consideration of specific individual and group rights requires **coming to grips** with the right to health care -- a right that Americans claim but which remains unfulfilled for many.Which option treats everyone the same unless there is an ethically justified reason to treat them differently? Biotech justice might hold up "need" as a criterion for access to innovative treatments.Which course of action seeks the common good? Certainly, the recent SARS epidemic has heightened concern for the health of the whole and for the creation of common conditions that maximize individual and communal well being.Which option best develops virtues? And which virtues, such as trust and compassion, might be particularly relevant to biotech development and human health?**Putting It Together**This framework for ethics does not offer an easy or automatic solution to ethical dilemmas. That is not its goal. The frame work helps identify what ethics requires of us: to consider benefits and burdens, rights and justice, virtues and the common good. Each of these approaches gives us key information about ethical options in a given situation. In the end, each of us brings our moral judgement to bear in carefully considering the facts of the matter and what is right-making and wrong-making about our options for acting. When we do this reasoning together, through public discourse, we have a chance to develop a healthcare vision for our society. Such a vision would provide the necessary -- and currently absent -- criteria for determining which research **trajectories** to follow and which to ignore.As we deliberate, we have a further obligation. Because biotech innovations may eventually involve germ-line manipulation, the actions we take today may effect every future generation of human beings, making the coming generations stakeholders in our ethical analysis. Consideration of transgenerational consequences may impose limits on what we do now in the interest of those who come after us. Minimally, we should not knowingly inflict harm. Many indigenous peoples speak of responsibilities that extend to the next seven generations. There is moral wisdom for us in that approach. As we approach cutting-edge issues in biotechnology, this very ancient moral wisdom can serve us well.
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General Questions {#Sec73}
-----------------

Explain the meaning of "the Dolly effect".Do you agree with the statement of the author that science is political? Give reasons for yes or no.The author mentions problems concerning ethical judgements. Go into detail.Apply the three given points: incentives, intentions and actions to a research field. (An application is for example the research for vaccine).Choose one question from page 81. E.g. What are the personal and social impacts of biotechnology? (An application is for example the research about inherited diseases).Give reasons for non biotechnologists to find an ethical judgement and what does the author suggest what biotechnologists should do to make up the public think about it in a sophisticated way?Exemplify the difference between utilitarianism and rights approach?

Further Research {#Sec74}
----------------

Make up a presentation in up to five persons about:What is the task of the German Ethics Council? ([www.ethikrat.org](http://www.ethikrat.org))Draw a conclusion!What is a patent? What are intellectual property rights? Should genes be patented?What are the up-to-date law rules concerning gene technology in Germany?Do a presentation about the EFSA!

Apply the Vocabulary {#Sec75}
--------------------

Fill in the missing words:If you sell more machines in a week, the company grants you \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.This issue is not clear. Cloning is still a very \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ topic.If you write about biotechnology, only very \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ journalists should write about it because it is a very complex topic.If you publish a scientific article, it is given before to a scientist who works in the same field in order to receive an objective judgement. So the article is \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.Sometimes in research, scientists discover \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ results which they have never thought about before.At the beginning it was difficult for him to start a new research project, but now he \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.It takes a very long time to understand this problem, but now he has \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ the issue.Not only consumers are clients of companies, there are many more \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.The first picture of a black hole could \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ its existence.Cloning babies \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ a moral wariness.

Prepositions {#Sec76}
------------

Fill in the right prepositions:Are moral values really an issue companies ask \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_?I can recommend \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ you this article.Why are you always worried \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ him?He met him \_\_\_\_\_ Monday \_\_\_\_\_ 8 o'clock \_\_\_\_\_ the evening.This article was written \_\_\_\_\_\_ Mariam Moratti.Watching TV late at night is the reason \_\_\_\_\_ his being late to work.I met him first \_\_\_\_\_\_ university.He is \_\_\_\_\_ the hairdresser's.He went \_\_\_\_\_ the street and then took the bus to reach the station.\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ of the stair was a cat.

End and Beginning of a Word {#Sec77}
---------------------------

You start with a sentence that has to do with violet biotechnology. Your neighbor has to continue with the end of the sentence.

E.g. Moral issues are important in biotechnology.

Biotechnology for me is a very exciting field of science.

Science has the duty to be universal.

Create an Ethical Valuable Webpage {#Sec78}
----------------------------------

Imagine you are the CEO of a biotechnological company producing pharmaceuticals. Write a standard list for ethical values which are valid in your company and published on your homepage. Write about 10 sentences.

Continue the Sentences {#Sec79}
----------------------
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Important Vocabulary in the Field of Violet Biotechnology {#Sec80}
---------------------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectivehabitat -- Beheimatungto comprise -- beinhaltensavvy -- versiertethics -- Ethikto constrain -- belegenethical -- ethischdisposition -- Veranlagungto advance -- voran schreitenregulatory -- behördlichconcern -- Sorgeto enflame -- entzündenquiestic -- quiestischramification -- Verzweigungto justify -- rechtfertigentroubling -- problematischreasoning -- Beurteilungto attempt --versuchencritical -- entscheidendframework -- Rahmento overact -- überreagierenprudent -- vorsichtigburden -- Bürdeto endanger -- gefährdenunanticipated -- unvorhersehbarjudgement -- Beurteilungto impede -- verhindernwell-versed -- erfahrenissue -- Fragestellungto concern -- betreffensound -- richtig

Dark Biotechnology {#Sec81}
==================

Dark biotechnology takes the fact into account that biotechnological research could be abused to create pandemics such as ebola.

General Text {#Sec82}
------------

### Dark Biotechnology and the Laws {#FPar14}

Often terrorists are blamed to use biotechnological weapons, e.g. spreading deadly pathogens.

But the point is that states all over the world produce biotechnological weapons although it is against the UN conventions.

In 2001 an anthrax attack was caused by a letter in the USA. Lateron it was proved that the stem of this deadly disease derived from an US laboratory of Dr. Bruce Ivins. It has never been proved how this pathogen escaped from this high-security laboratory.

Till today not much is known about dark biotechnology because it is also not wanted that too much is public about it.

Nowadays triggers for illnesses can be artificially produced in the laboratory to understand their mechanism that is to say that a virus can be created in the laboratory. On the one hand it is good for sciences, on the other hand this knowledge can be abused.

To keep these threats at bay the WHO published a guidance document called: "Responsible life sciences for global health security". Normally sciences aim at improving the health of animals, plants and humans. The document of the WHO would like to inform states and researchers about possible risks including misuse of sciences research and accidents. It proposes measures to minimize risks such as public health surveillance, using ethical platforms, support ethics education and training, boost discussions, make people responsible for their research, train people about new legislation, prevent the access to pathogens in laboratories, implement biorisk management, the willingness of steady improvement and control, using self-assessment questionnaires.

Another guideline is the Biological Weapons Convention of 1972 which came into force in 1975. Every five years the states meet for a control conference. However, there is no treaty about concrete agreements about disarmament.

The convention consists of 15 articles which obligates the signed parties to use no weapons containing microorganisms or any other biological substances or toxins or to store or buy them. They have to destroy all weapons and are not allowed to give it to a third party. In 2018 182 states signed this convention but not every state ratified it.

General Questions {#Sec83}
-----------------

Explain the meaning of 'dual-dilemma'?Find out five facts about the WHO!Do you agree that bioterrorism is a real threat for society? Give reasons for or against it!Suggest how to combat bioterrorism.What is your statement about the WHO guidelines and the Biological Weapons Convention of 1972?What means 'to ratify'?

Further Research {#Sec84}
----------------

Divide the class into four groups. The groups should do a presentation about:Responsible life sciences research for global health securityBiological and toxic weapon conventionFind out some bioweapons!What can be done to avoid the use of bioweapons?

Crosswords {#Sec85}
----------

Find the right words in English. The number of the given letter forms a solution word.Biologische Kriegsführung -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 1^st^ letterImpfstoff -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 5^th^ letterKrankheitserreger -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 5^th^ letterfördern -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 7^th^ letterstärken -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 8^th^ letterstrafbar -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 6^th^ letterRichtlinie -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 3^rd^ letterbedeutsam -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 8^th^ letterwissenschaftlich -- \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ 1^st^ letter

Solution word: \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.

German Regulations {#Sec86}
------------------

Write a summary about the article 314 criminal code (Strafgesetzbuch): intoxication which is dangerous to public safety (gemeingefährliche Vergiftung) in English:

Strafgesetzbuch (StGB)

§ 318 Beschädigung wichtiger AnlagenWer Wasserleitungen, Schleusen, Wehre, Deiche, Dämmer oder andere Wasserbauten oder Brücken, Fähren, Wege oder Schutzwehre oder den Bergwerksbetrieb dienende Vorrichtungen zur Wasserhaltung, zur Wetterführung oder zum Ein- und Ausfahren der Beschäftigten beschädigt oder zerstört und dadurch Leib oder Leben eines anderen Menschen gefährdet, wird mit Freiheitsstrafe von drei Monaten bis zu fünf Jahren bestraft.Der Versuch ist strafbar.Verursacht der Täter durch die Tat eine schwere Gesundheitsschädigung eines anderen Menschen oder eine Gesundheitsschädigung einer großen Zahl von Menschen, so ist auf Freiheitsstrafe von einem Jahr bis zu zehn Jahren zu erkennen.Verursacht der Täter durch die Tat den Tode eines anderen Menschen, so ist die Strafe Freiheitsstrafe nicht unter drei Jahren.In minder schweren Fällen des Absatzes 3 ist auf Freiheitsstrafe von sechs Monaten bis zu fünf Jahren in minder schweren Fällen des Absatzes 4 auf Freiheitsstrafe von einem Jahr bis zu zehn Jahren zu erkennen.Wer in den Fällen des Absatzes 1Die Gefahr fahrlässig verursacht oderFahrlässig handelt und die Gefahr fahrlässig verursacht.wird mit Freiheitsstrafe bis zu drei Jahren oder mit Geldstrafe bestraft.VocabularystrafbarpunishableAnlagenfacilitiesFreiheitsstrafeprison sentenceGeldstrafefinefahrlässigcarelessLeib und Lebenlife or physical condition

Describe Anthrax in Your Own Words {#Sec87}
----------------------------------

Find out five facts about anthrax. Use your own words.

Milzbrand oder Antrhax ist eine Infektionskrankheit, die durch *Bacillus anthraxis*, ein aerobes Stäbchenbakterium, ausgelöst wird. Meistens befällt sie planzenfressende Tiere. Menschen können nur infiziert werden, wenn Milzbrandsporen von Tieren auf den Menschen übertragen werden. Der Erreger ist hochgiftig und kann Jahrhunderte überleben. Deshalb ist der Milzbrand als Biowaffe hoch gefährlich. Es wird in Hautmilzbrand, Lungenmilzbrand und Darmmilzbrand unterschieden. Lungen- und Darmmilzbrand verlaufen häufig tödlich. Beim Tier ist Milzbrand eine anzeigepflichtige Tierseuche und beim Menschen eine meldepflichtige Krankheit. Seit 2003 gibt es einen zugelassenen Impfstoff in Deutschland. 1972 wurde eine Biowaffenkonvention von 143 Staaten unterschrieben, die die Entwicklung, Herstellung und Lagerung von biologischen Waffen verbietet. Dennoch experimentieren Länder mit Milzbrandbomben.VocabularyStäbchenrodbefallento affectpflanzenfressendherbivorousErregerpathogentödlichlethalanzeigepflichtignotifiableTierseucheepizootic disease

Find the Mistake and Correct It! {#Sec88}
--------------------------------

In each sentence is a mistake (grammar or spelling).Reliable informations to find on this topic is very difficult.The means to destroy ourselves are the other side of the medal.Its synthesize was a breakthrough.The researchers successful developed a vaccine.He didn't submit the results to the authorities.This knowledge gets more and more important.The result is as important as his ones.This misuse is known to scientists since centuries.Gen modification can also be misused.He is a very carefully scientist.

Diseases Caused by Bioweapons {#Sec89}
-----------------------------

Find out which diseases are caused by bioweapons or which means are bioweapons or not, give reason for your statement! What are the triggers?^∗^a) sarine) equine encephalitisb) typhusf) cereal rustc) oroya feverg) arsined) rainbow herbicides

Important Words in the Field of Dark Biotechnology {#Sec90}
--------------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectivebiohazard -- Biogefährdungto eradicate -- auslöschensignificant -- entscheidendbiological weapons -- biologische Waffento harm -- schädigenclandestine -- heimlichbioterrorism -- Bioterrorismusto pass sth. up -- auf etw. verzichtenpandemic -- pandemischbiowarfare -- biologische Kriegsführungto bolster sth. -- etw. stützentoxic -- toxischtoxins -- Gifteto release -- frei setzenunwise -- unklugpathogens -- Krankheitserregerto capitalize -- aus etw. Nutzen ziehenadequate -- angemessenstrains -- Bakterienstämmeto collaborate -- zusammen arbeitenmalevolent -- bösartigrickettsiae -- Rickettsiento anticipate -- voraus schauenubiquitous -- allgegenwärtigmisuse -- Mißbrauchto prevent -- verhindernaccountable -- haftbarbioethicists -- Bioethikerto affect -- befallennewfound -- neu entdeckt

Gold Biotechnology -- Bioinformatics {#Sec91}
====================================

Bioinformatics is the use of informatics for biotechnologists to process their data in a quick and understandable why. Statistics and mathematics support bioinformatics. Therefore good knowledge of informatics is an indispensable competence for biotechnological assistants. That is why biotechnological assistants work in a lot of interdisciplinary fields. Nanobiotechnology also comprises gold biotechnology. Nanobiotechnology deals with tiny organisms (10^−9m^) and materials used for the industry. Biotechnological assistants use large databases to gain further knowledge.

General Text (Tab. [1.11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec92}
----------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.11Vocabulary for the text: Seasonal GenesLineEnglishGermanl. 7circadianZirkadian (24- Stunden-Rhythmus und dessen Auswirkung auf den Organismus)l. 12to hypothesizeeine Hypothese aufstellenl. 13flu (influenza)Grippel. 22assessinebewertendl. 25PhDDoctor of Philosophyl. 27inflammationEntzündung1.61pro-inflammatoryentzündungsförderndl. 63biopsyBiopsie (Eingriff zur Untersuchung eines Gewebes)1.66pathogenskrankheitserregerl. 76to prone toneigen zu

### Seasonal Genes {#FPar15}

**This story was originally published by 'The Scientist' on May 12, 2015**

**Author: AP Taylor**

Gene expression varies not only during the day but also throughout the year, a study shows.

Gene expression in human immune cells varies by season according to a study published today (May 12) in Nature Communications -- the first of its kind to examine patterns in gene-expression variation throughout the year.

The results indicate "sort of a molecular signature of the season to humans," said Ghislain Breton, who studies **circadian** rhythm at the University of Texas at Houston, but was not involved in the work.

In immune cells of the blood the expression of genes that promote information tends to rise in the winter and dip in the summer, the team led by investigators at the University of Cambridge -- found. The researchers **hypothesized** that these and other seasonal gene expression pattern may help explain the seasonality of diseases, from infectious maladies like **the flu** to chronic conditions such as heart disease.

"We now know that all immune cell types have their own circadian clocks, as it is the case for virtually all other organs and cell types in the body," Nicolas Cermakian, who studies circadian rhythm at Douglas Mental Health University Institute and McGill University in Montreal, Canada, told The Scientist in an e-mail. "Moreover, the immune responses, controlled by the circadian clocks, vary according to the time of day," added Cermakian, who was not involved in the work. "What the new study...tells us is that timing information must be taken into account, when **assessine** gene expression and immune-related information, not only in the daily time scale, but also according to the time of year."

Cambridge's Xaquin Castro Dopico, who earned his **PhD** in the lab of John Todd, was inspired to imitate this analysis after reading how expression of a repressor of **inflammation** in mice, ARNTL., varies throughout the day. At the time, the Todd lab was also collaborating with researchers in Germany on an ongoing study, called BABYDIET, examining the effects of a gluten-free diet during the first year of life on children's development and risk of Type 1 diabetes. BABYDIET requires regular collection of blood from participants over many years. So Castro Dopico used the data to ask "a different question," Todd recalled. "He said, I'll take this unique clinical dataset that we've generated and I'll ask the question: 'Does gene expression change not within a day but across the seasons?'"

The team began by examining ARNTL expression in the BABYDIET cohort, finding that it had a strong seasonality, with levels rising in the summer and dropping in the winter. The researchers also looked at other clock genes and found that many of them (nine of 16) showed seasonal expression patterns.

The researchers looked beyond clock genes, too. From the BABYDIET dataset, they found that 23 % of all genes examined varied with the seasons.

Grouping the seasonal genes from the BABYDIET cohort into categories, the researchers found that overall, pro-inflammatory gene expression rose in the winter and fell in the summer, following the same general expression pattern as ARNTL.

Next, the researchers turned to publicly available data from two additional studies, on diabetes and asthma, the latter a multi-center study involving participants of summer and winter gene expression observed in the BABYDIET cohort were reversed in the dataset from an Australian asthmatic cohort, indicating that the seasonal trends were consistent even across hemispheres. In an asthmatic cohort from Iceland, which undergoes periods of 24-hour sunlight, seasonal patterns were irregular.

Using genetic markers of each cell type, the team found that levels of individual blood cell types in the BABYDIET cohort seemed to vary by season. Examining the composition of blood donated to Cambridge Bioresource for research throughout the year confirmed that the makeup did vary seasonally.

In a population from The Bambia, a Western African country just north of the equator, the researchers examined patterns of cellular blood composition using data gathered through the Keneba Biobank, finding that the blood's cellular makeup was tied to the rainy season. The researchers hypothesized that these seasonal changes in the cellular composition of blood are the major drivers of the seasonal variation in gene expression.

Studying gene expression in **biopsies** of adipose tissue from an independent twin study also revealed seasonal gene-expression variation, extending this seasonal variation trend beyond blood and immune cells.

An outstanding question is whether expression levels of **pro-inflammatory** genes rise in the winter as an offensive measure against **pathogens** or as a response to heightened pathogen exposure. "That's the 'chicken and egg' argument," said Todd.

Knowledge of seasonal gene expression could potentially help researchers better understand and treat seasonal diseases. For example, it is known that death from cardiovascular disease is more likely in the winter when, according to this research, expression of pro-inflammatory genes is high.

'Our observations help explain why some chronic diseases are seasonal in that our immune systems are heightened to be pro-inflammatory so that when we have a cardiovascular disease, we're more **prone to** developing the pathology that might lead to cardiovascular death,' said Tod. "I'm sure that the greater infectious disease burden that we suffer is also a contributing factor to the changes that we've seen, I think it's both."

Cermakian said it is too soon to consider the clinical utility of these findings. "What is sure," he noted, "is that timing information, circadian but also possibly seasonal/annual, will need to be taken into account more and more in the future, with the aim of providing the most adequate treatment to patients. The response to a treatment might be very different at one time of the year or six months later."

Castro Dopico X et al. (2015) Widespread seasonal gene expression reveals annual differences in human immunity and physiology. Nat Commun. doi:10.1038/ncomms8000

General Questions {#Sec93}
-----------------

Give at least three examples how you use the computer for your work as a biotechnological assistant.Give the results of the studies in short in your own words!What might be the further application of this finding in red biotechnology?Find arguments in favour and against categorizing biotechnology in colours. Could you think of any other categorisation?What databases in biotechnology do you use? Give at least one detailed description of one database!

Find the Words in the Text Which Have the Following Meaning {#Sec94}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In medicine you take a small part of tissue to draw a conclusion for a certain disease.\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_If you are not 100 % sure about a fact you suppose it might be true and you gather some facts to prove that it is true.\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_You can divide the year into spring, summer, autumn and winter.\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_If a scientist works on a certain topic for three years to gain new insights and afterwards he or she can name himself/herself a doctor.\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_Genes which differ according to time and season.\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_

Advantages and Disadvantages of Using the Computer Sciences in Biotechnology {#Sec95}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Add at least four advantages and disadvantages.
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Gap Text {#Sec96}
--------

Fill in the missing words from the text.If you have a cold, fever and a cough, you have a \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.A \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ is a collection of data.Someone who gives blood to another person is called \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ are the reason for a disease e.g. viruses.An \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ of the tonsils or lungs can lead to a serious disease.

Find the Synonyms and Antonyms {#Sec97}
------------------------------
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Computer Usage for Biotechnology {#Sec98}
--------------------------------

Give at least three examples of concrete uses as a BIOTA in the field of:office programmedata evaluation (excel, auxiliary programmes for the instrumental analytics)process control in the production and developmentdatabase research

Match the Syllables to Four Words {#Sec99}
---------------------------------

e.g. = ex -pression, -ercise, -tinction, -amineun-data-re-ir-de-

Important Vocabulary in the Field of Gold Biotechnology {#Sec100}
-------------------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectivedata acquisition -- Datenerwerbto promote -- förderncircadian -- zirkadiandata processing -- Datenverarbeitungto hypothesize -- eine Hypothese aufstellenavailable -- erhältlichcomputational biology -- computergestützte Biologieto provide -- zur Verfügung stellenconsistent -- konsistentdataset -- Datensetto maintain -- aufrecht erhaltentiming -- zeitlichcomputing -- Rechnerkapazitätto install -- installierenseasonal -- saisonbedingtengineering -- Technikto perform -- ausübencyber -- Internet-EDP -- electronic data processing -- EDV -- elektronische Datenverarbeitungto process -- verarbeitenprevailing -- vorherrschendimplementation -- Implementierungto program -- programmierenpromoted -- gefördertmaintenance -- Aufrechterhaltungto support -- unterstützenwireless -- kabellosperformance -- Leistungto transfer -- übertragencomputational -- rechnergestützt

Orange Biotechnology {#Sec101}
====================

The topic of orange biotechnology is the reflection about how to teach and what to teach about biotechnology due to the fact that biotechnology is a rather complex field with a lot of interdisciplinary connections. Although biotechnology is a very old science, the word biotechnology was for the first time created in 1919 by Karl Ereky, director of the cattle utilization cooperative who published a book with the title: "Biotechnology of meat, fat and milk production in agricultural large concerns for scientific sophisticated farmers".

Teachers have a great responsibility regarding the viewpoint about biotechnology but also the media. Therefore to think about the consequences not only in teaching sciences but also in teaching other aspects related to it such as ethics is a crucial effect. Scientists, who are teaching biotechnology, have the aim to open the mind of young people for biotechnology and making biotechnology more public and young people interested in their subject.

Therefore pupils should do an evaluation about their perception about how and what they learn in the field of biotechnology in applying different methods to evaluate their experiences.

Application Exercise {#Sec102}
--------------------

Choose a method how to evaluate teaching of biotechnology:Bar chart, pie chart, line chartQuestionnaireScaleTarget (give every classmate a red dot to attach it on the target)
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Form 10 Questions in Groups About Five Topics Concerning the Perception of Biotechnology to the Class {#Sec103}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is not allowed to pose a question which can only be answered by yes or no.Do you think that biotechnology has a positive or negative image or both in public? Give reasons for it. (Questionnaire resulting in a pie chart)Do you think that biotechnology is presented in the media enough?Give a number from 1 to 10. (Scale)Are you satisfied with the teaching methods about biotechnology? (Target)

Quiz About Biotechnology {#Sec104}
------------------------

Yellow biotechnologyBrown biotechnologyViolet biotechnologyDark biotechnologyGolden biotechnologyOrange biotechnoloy100100100100100100808080808080606060606060404040404040202020202020

Divide the class into two groups A and B. Each group can choose a field. 100 is the most difficult question. 20 is the easiest question. Who has answered most of the questions correctly has won. The teacher has to ask five questions for every field.

Bioeconomy {#Sec105}
==========

Bioeconomy represents the production of renewable biological resources into value added products such as food or biomass. Bioeconomy wants to reach the transition of the industry by using as less fossil fuels as possible.

General Text (Tab. [1.12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}) {#Sec106}
----------------------------------------------------

Tab. 1.12Vocabulary for the text: bioeconomy: a new model for industry and the economyLineEnglishGermanl. 10momentumSchwungl. 39/40drop-in solutionEinstiegslösungl. 40footholdStützel. 82assessmentBewertungl. 91mindsetDenkweise

### Bioeconomy: A New Model for Industry and the Economy {#FPar17}

On the one hand, a bioeconomy relies on renewable resources to meet society's need for food, energy and industrial products. On the other, it emphasises the role of biogenic material flows. The bioeconomy model is expected to reduce our dependency on fossil fuels in the long term. In order to implement the shift from a fossil-based economy to a biobased economy on the regional level, the Baden-Württemberg government launched the Bioeconomy Research Strategy in summer 2013.

It is a very large wheel that natural scientists, engineers, economists, ethicists, politicians and others are starting to turn. A wheel that, understandably, is only slowly gaining **momentum**. After all, it is a question of creating a whole new raw material basis for industry and the economy. It is about developing a new system in which science, industry and value creation interact in different ways than they did before. In the transition from a fossil-based to a biobased economy, oil, natural gas and coal will gradually become less important. These fossil fuels will be replaced by plants, plant residues, biowaste and other biobased materials.

More than ever before industry and science will have to act as a system, and previously non-existent connections will be established between different value creation chains.

Important economic factor: hydrocarbons

The industrialization of the past 250 years is based on good ideas, drive and fossil fuels. Therefore, all industrialised economies are built on oil, gas and coal. Oil plays a particularly important role as it is used to produce organic chemicals, i.e. hydrocarbons. These are the basis for energy carriers such as petrol, diesel fuel and kerosene. Hydrocarbons form the economic basis of the chemical industry.

Solvents, paints, plastics, basic and fine chemicals, additives and many other products are produced from oil using complex, but well structured and established industrial processes. Moreover, our mobility, communication, nutrition, agriculture as well as the energy sector and others are directly dependent on fossil hydrocarbons. Our everyday life is unthinkable without fossil fuels -- coal, oil and gas. Hydrocarbons are an important element of the economies of industrial countries where value is created by the efficacy with which hydrocarbons are converted into marketable products; they also make a decisive contribution to shaping the global economic system.

Four challenges

If the vision of a bioeconomy is to become reality, it must not be based on replacing existing infrastructures. Instead a bioeconomy must be built on existing industrial processes. This means that it should initially offer **drop-in solutions** in order to gain a **foothold** in industry. At the same time, new processes, products and value creation chains need to be established. Four challenges need to be solved.

First: The bioeconomy must ensure a solid and reliable raw material base through agricultural and forestry production. These raw materials must be distributed in a way that assures human nutrition as well as taking into account all the economic sectors that use these raw materials.

Waste management is an important source of raw materials in a biobased economy. It can provide large quantities of biogenic waste -- plant residues, fermentation residues, organic waste and material from landscape management. These materials can primarily be used for the production of energy, chemicals and materials. However, it will be necessary to adapt waste management material flows to the new value creation chains of the bioeconomy.

The second challenge relates to the conversion of biobased materials into hydrocarbons using so called conversion processes. Conversion processes can be seen as the bridge between petrochemistry and the new green chemistry. The production of hydrocarbons directly from biomass is already possible; however, the methods need to be further developed on a large industrial scale.

Conversion is only one field where a bioeconomy offers sales opportunities. Further potential lies in new materials. The fine-tuned process control of chemical, thermal and biotechnological process steps has the potential to release and use these potentials. One example is the biobased polyamide-5,10 developed by the Biopolymers/Biomaterials cluster.

The third challenge is sustainability. Sustainability is inseparable from bioeconomy. No sustainability, no bioeconomy. This statement underlies further fundamental requirements. Although some have been discussed and dealt with over the past years and decades, they need to occupy a more prominent place in discussions relating to the economy and industry of the future, and include such issues as the effective protection of the climate, water, soil as well as biodiversity. The objective of using raw materials from fields, forests and meadows for industrial production is more than ever associated with the need to manage and maintain the respective ecosystems. This includes rigorous protection of the climate, water, soil and biodiversity. This is where biodiversity research comes into play, which essentially means that the bioeconomy needs to promote a wide range of species, i.e. a biodiversity. It would be contradictory and dangerous for biodiversity if land-use methods that were focused simply on mass production were to be applied.

A bioeconomy also touches on ethical and social issues. Agricultural land is limited. We need to decide how much land is to be set aside for the production of food and feed, fuels and biobased materials. Against a background of hunger, species extinction, environmental and climate protection, the competition between food and fuel calls for a fundamental **assessment** of the respective fields of action in ethical terms. The Baden-Württemberg Bioeconomy Strategy Circle emphasises that the transition to a biobased economy also needs to take social interest into account.

The fourth challenge is to convert technological solutions that are established in the different sectors of the bioeconomy into jobs, production plants, services and goods for export. This fulfills the economic and commercial aspects of a bioeconomy. In addition, criteria that enable the economic assessment of environmental and climate protection as well as biodiversity need to be developed. A bioeconomy also requires us to change our **mindset**. On the one hand, questions relating to immaterial values must be asked and answered and on the other hand, soft factors such as biodiversity need to be recognized as being able to create added value.

Bioeconomy research in Baden-Württemberg

These challenges result in a considerable need for research. Scientists in Baden-Württemberg are investigating some of the topics that are of key importance in the transition from a fossil-based to a biobased economy.

The University of Hohenheim carries out research into biomass production, biomass potentials, land use, land-use changes and many other aspects associated with biobased raw materials. The Institute of Farm Management led by Prof. Dr. Enno Bahrs at the University of Hohenheim is mainly focused on efficiency. How can land be used efficiently? Which plants are best for which purpose? How must material flows and production systems be designed and implemented in order to achieve ideal efficiency?

Prof. Gero Becker from the Institute of Forest Utilisation and Work Science at the University of Freiburg is focused on research to improve the industrial utilisation of forest wood products. His research takes into account biomass quantities and resources as well as biomass quality in terms of conversion.

Professor Henning Bockhorn at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) has developed a method known as "biomass steam processing" that enables the production of biochar from residual biomass.

The transition to a biobased economy cannot be achieved without science and research, i.e. an increase in knowledge. This is why the term "knowledge-based bioeconomy (KBBE)" is often used. The Baden-Württemberg government launched the Baden-Württemberg Bioeconomy Research Programme in summer 2013, for which the Baden-Württemberg Ministry of Science, Research and the Arts will provide around 12 million euros between 2014 and 2019. Funding will be provided to research that is specifically focused on biogas, the use lignocellulose and the use of microalgae.

General Questions {#Sec107}
-----------------

Explain the meaning of biogenic material flow.Give at least three examples of products you use which are made out of fossil fuels. For each example give an idea how they could be replaced by other products.The author emphasizes four challenges. Please explain them more closely with your own words.Which aspects about bioeconomy do universities in Baden-Württemberg research about?Why is biomass not environmentally-friendly?Draw a conclusion about bioeconomy! Give your opinion about the success of bioeconomy.

Do as Much Research About the Pros and Cons Of {#Sec108}
----------------------------------------------

fossil fuels

andb)biomass

Fill in the advantages and disadvantages into the table:
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True or False {#Sec109}
-------------

Try to find out whether the following statements are true or false. If they are false correct the statements.Bioeconomy takes time to be set into practice.Green chemistry deals with the aim to be environmentally friendly and to reduce energy consumption as well as to create very cheap products.A value creation chain includes different entrepreneurial activities such as production of goods, logistics, marketing, sales.The Ministry is funding 12 million Euros for research about "knowledge-based bioeconomy" (KBBE).Plastics are completely biodegradable.Cosmetics contain partly oil.Biomass consists out of plant and animal products which are used to generate energy.Waste management has already reached the value creation chain.Sustainability means that the regeneration of natural resources is guaranteed.Prof. Becker does research about the usage of forest wood products.

Explain Three Bioeconomic Products More Closely! Make Up at Least Five Sentences! {#Sec110}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

E.g.bioplasticssustainable textilesbioactive

(Further information: <https://bmbf.de/upload_filestore/pub/Biooekonomie_in_Deutschland_Engl.pdf>)

Translate the Following Sentences {#Sec111}
---------------------------------

Especially with respect to production of medicinal preparations, pharmaceutical companies are increasingly resorting to biological insights. Although chemically produced, medicine still represents the largest share on the German pharma market, so called biopharmaceuticals are increasingly gaining ground. Their sales of 5,5 billion euros are currently 21 % of the market, with a rising trend. These drugs consist of biomolecules that are so large that they cannot be manufactured by man -- or only at prohibitive cost. These medications include antibodies against cancer and against auto-immune diseases such as multiple sclerosis, hormones such as insulin for treatment of diabetes and enzymes against metabolic diseases. Techniques from advanced biotechnology developed in the 1980s are applied for their production living microorganisms and cells can thereby be re-programmed as mini-factories (see action "The high-tech tools of bioeconomy").

Sources: p. 61 in [https://bmbf.de/upload_filestore/pub/Biooekonomie_in_Deutschland_Engl. pdf](https://bmbf.de/upload_filestore/pub/Biooekonomie_in_Deutschland_Engl.%20pdf)

Do a Presentation About One of the Following Topics {#Sec112}
---------------------------------------------------

Bioeconomy is not only necessary because fossil fuels are running out but also because of other reasons. Give at least four other reasons. Explain them more closely.How could a biobased product be introduced in a company, make up a suggestion concerningproductionsustainabilitywaste managementmarketing

Excursion suggestion: Visit a bio economic company

Insert the Missing Words into the Gap Text {#Sec113}
------------------------------------------

Bioeconomy cares about \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_. So for example waste such as paper is reused to remake paper.

The reuse of plastics or glass is part of the \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.

The government \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ all new inventions in the field of bioeconomy.

The products have to be tested in order to know whether they are \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.

Scientists \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ new bioeconomic techniques.

\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ are used for biomass to create energy.

\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ energies are solar energy and wind energy.

Industry and the government have to \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ with each other in order to boost bioeconomy.

Important Words in the Field of Bioeconomy {#Sec114}
------------------------------------------

NounVerbAdjectivematerial flow -- Materialflussto come into play -- ins Spiel bringenrenewable -- erneuerbarconversion -- Umwandlungto maintain -- aufrecht erhaltenbiogenic -- biogensustainability -- Nachhaltigkeitto promote -- fördernbiobased -- biobasierendbiowaste -- Bioabfallto assess -- bewertenmarketable -- marktfähigdrop-in solution -- vorübergehende Lösungto convert -- umwandelndecisive -- entscheidendplant residue -- Pflanzenrückstandto investigate -- erforschenresidual -- rückstand-waste management -- Abfallmanagementto implement -- einsetzenorganic -- organischvalue creation chain -- Wertschöpfungsketteto provide -- zur Verfügung stellenpotential -- potentiellbiodiversity -- Biodiversitätto adapt -- anpasseneffective -- effektivresources -- Resourcento interact -- interagierenexctinctive -- auslöschend
